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/.Word’s Is Falling
One Might Think So From

Number of Salmon
Taken There
Local anglers repent excellent re
sults at Alford's Lake since the
ice went. The following salmon

pounds.
April 18, Norman Brawn and K.
R. Spear, 2 pounds.
April 19. L. C. Jackson, Jr., 24
pounds; Ardrey Orff, 3 .pounds; A.
D. Morey, 2 pounds; Edw. Post, 24
pounds; Cliff Marshall, 3 pounds.
April 20, Gerald McPhee, 44
pounds; L. C. Jackson, 24 pounds;
Oliver Holmes and Donald Farrand, two fish; Edw. Pest, 34
pounds; Frank Hallowell, 2 salmon.
April 21. Gerald McPhee, three
salmon.

April 23. Frank Thomas, two
salmon.
•
April 26, Clint Bowley.
April 27, “Chick" MtMann, 5
peunds.
And the piscatorial blitzkrieg
catches are reported by a faithful has only begun.
correspondent:
The Naval Trial Board is due
April 17. Supt. E. L. Toner. 2
here Wednesday to superintend the
tiial of a destroyer built by the
PILGRIM HOMEMAKERS
Bethlehem Shipbuilding Comipany.
It will be the .first trial on the
DANCE
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Rockland course since last Fall.
TOWER ROOM
TUESDAY. APRIL 29
Admission 20 Cent*

THREE CENTS A COPT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 29, 1941

Four-H Tournaments

AN INDUSTRY WHICH WILL GROW

Will Begin In Warren
Next Friday—Trips
For the Winners

Details Concerning Camden Street

Knox-Lincoln 4-H Clubs will hold
their annual district demonstration
tournaments at the Warren Wom
en’s Club room, Friday at 7; No
bleboro Grange hall. May 3, at 2;
Bristol church vestry. May 3, at
7.30; and Rockland Farm Bureau
hall. May 9, at 7.
Club members will demonstrate
many worth while practices which
they have learned through their
4-H projects. Clubs may enter as
many teams of two as they wish in
any one of these districts. Teams
will be divided into four classes:
(a) senior girls; (b) senior boys; (cl
junior girls; (d) junior boys. In
each district a winning team will
be chosen in each class to compete
at the final tournament in Rock
land, May 17, where again a win
ning team will be chosen in each

Breck’s Tested Seeds. Fresh stock class.
at H. H. Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel.
Members taking part in the tour
50-51 205, City.
51-53 naments will receive Certificates of
Participation, winning senior teams
will receive a trip to State contest
1 in December, winning junior teams
will visit somes point of Interest in
Maine with the 4-H Club agent
Maine’s Pioneer School of Electric Welding
during the Summer.

A Shipment From England
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Judges will include: Miss Lucinda

Rich and Miss Florence Titcomb.
Rockland; Clifton Meservey, War
ren; Norris Waltz, Damariscotta.
These tournaments will begin on
daylight time and the general pub Left to right: David Connelly, superintendent of the factory; Herbert Van Baalen, Sigmund Goldberg, and
Lawrence Epstein.
—Photo by Cullen.
lic is invited.
An established industry In this these have been replaced by goods that will bear embroidered emblem
CHILD HEALTH DAY
on the breast pocket, representing
city
is the comparatively new fac from American mills.
May 1st is Child Health Day and
the shield of the British Aid Society.
The
qualities,
stylings
and
color

tory,
Van
Baalen-Heilbrun
&
Com

the WC.T.U. will hold a party for
The
firm has secured the exclusive
ings
of
these
new
domestic
mate

pany,
Camden
street,
where
e\ery
the White Ribbon recruits Thurs
rights
to use this insignia, and 25
rials
compare
favorably
with
the
kind
of
robe
and
dressing
gown
is
day afternoon at 2.30 in the Con
percent of the wholesale price of
fabrics
from
which
they
were
re

made.
gregational Church parlor Mothers
every robe sold will be donated to
The plant is now making its p’ans produced.
and children of pre-school age are
bundles for Britain, for aid to
The
English
and
Scotch
markets
for
production
of
its
Fall
and
holi

invited. Mrs. Susie Lamb Ls hostess
and (Mrs. Minnie Cross and Mrs. day lines. With the country gen are still partially available, for only Britain.
The Camden street factory is at
Clara Emery form the program erally forging ahead with the larg last week a shipment was received
in New York which contained cam present producing garments for the
est
defense
effort
in
history,
pros

committee.
pects for business are steadily im els hair cloth from Dewsbury, Eig- Spring and Summer trade. Pro
'Rev. Arthur A. Callaghan, who proving. and the Van Baalen man land, and fine wool flannel from duction on this line is somewhat
smaller than on the Fall line, but
Alva, Scotland.
has been superintendent of the Au agement feels that the Camden
These goods were purchased last an average of about 2500 garments
street
plant
will
share
in
the
gen

gusta (MethodLst) District for sev
September and were shipped from per week has been made since the
eral years, has been appointed pas eral improvement.
Materials for the new7 lines have the mills abroad early in February. first of the year. About 150 persons
tor at Rumford. He is succeeded by been purchased, and deliveries from They were forced to lay on the have been employed in Rockland up
Rev. Herbert F. Aldrich of Brewer.
the mills will start within the next docks somewhere in England until until this time. Additional oper
few weeks. Practically every type they could be placed on a boat, and ators are now being sought and the
fabric and every style of garment finally arrived safe and sound in employment will gradually increase

CALL, PHONE OR WRITE

85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME.
46*51

ATTENTION!
Open All Day Wednesday, April 30
FOR YOUR INSPECTION

A BEAUTIFUL HOME
AT 13 CLAREMONT ST.

FIRE DEFENSE
MEETING
Thursday Night

TO BE SOLD AT A

AT 6.30

At Central Fire Station

TERRIFIC SACRIFICE

All men interested in fire de

*

fense for Rockland are asked to
meet at Central Fire Station at
6.30 Thursday Night. This is
extremely important.

COME UP AND LOOK IT OVER

This bank is co-operating with the Government—•

without

compensation

or

profit—in

making

UNITED

STATES DEFENSE BONDS available to the public.

These

bohds offer to every man, woman and child an opportunity
to help in America’s defense program.

We earnestly rec

ommend that you make Defense Bonds a definite part of

your budget.

Purchase them regularly.

We

cordially

I
invite you to obtain your bonds at this bank.

The First National Bank Of Rockland
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

The Black Cat

Factory Published For First Time—

CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL

W'f guarantee to teach you Electric Welding regardless of
length of time. You pay as you learn.
Our placement service is unexcelled. Our graduates go to
work. This is the only electric welding school in Maine that offers
you this guarantee.

Volume 96 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 51.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Ten years ago there were 104,000
general stores in the rural districts
of the United States. The last
census shows 40,000 survivors. But
what would the nation do without
its general
stores and cracker
barrel philosophers? How would
matters of State be settled?

lers of deer. This ls the explana
tion of how nature works, In this
respect, says the LewLston Journal.
“The deer’s antlers grow out from
the frontal bones of the skull as
solid bones which grow with great
rapidity to full size and are re
newed each year. At first the ant
lers are covered with a soft hairy
skin known as the ‘velvet.’ Then a
Casualness, a natural informal circular ridge called the ‘burr’ ap
grace, is the keynote of the sack pears a short distance from the
suit this year. Straighter lines are base of the antler and divides it
emphasized through the chest, from the skull part called the pedi
shoulders, and trousers, which, with cel. Tlie soft hairy skin.or velvet,
covering the bone 1s at first highly
the modified chest drape, will give vascular; i.e it carries tlie blood
the 1941 masculine form a tall ath vessels which keep the Ixmics alive.
letic appearance. Every man, how When the antlers are to be shed,
ever should modify this design and I tlie circulation in this skin gradualselect material so as to conform to | ly dwindles and the skin dies and
his own particular height, weight, peels off leaving exposed the dead
physiognomy and personality. Day bone beneath it. Absorption and
time woolens are no longer drab, sloughing take place at the extrem
but come in Algerian stripes, in ity of the pedicel near the skull, and
the antler and burr fall off. The
blues, greens, grays, tans, brown, as antlers in this way are grown and
well as cluster stripes and multiple shed anew every year, usually add
polychromatic stripes on plain ing mere brandies or tines each
backgrounds.
time.-’
Placement of graduates at Uni
versity of Maine were 50 out of 232
last year, against 24 out of 203 in
’35. Tliis work is in charge of
Philip Judd Brockway, who began
his duties in ’37. Already 33 em
ployers’ agents have visited the
campus th‘s year. There Ls a great
demand lor engineers, he reports.
Mr. Brockway also has charge of
NYA woik at the university and he
says that it has been the salvation
of many college careers. Each stu
dent enrolled received $15 a month
for work on campus projects, with
the money coming from the govern
ment. This amounts to $135 a year.
—»O—
The trout family Ls well repre
sented in Maine waters where
anglers can cast their lures for lake
trout, rainbow trout, brown trout,
brook treut, blue trout and silver
trout. And then there are those
other varieties—usually of great
size, which laugh up their fins when
they escape, hook and all.

I cannot quite forgive tlie Boston
Globe for always printing its cross
word puzzle on an Inside page in
stead oi on tlie outside where it is
easier to get at. But the Globe
salves my wounded feelings by
printing the major league baseball
scores on the front page.

C. A. Geyer of Cushing writes:
i Tlie query of W.R.W, regarding
the word containing five “i’s” may
be answered in “immiscibility.” The
word containing “mm-uu” Ls “mur
mur?’ The word containing, with
another letter, the following “ggnn-li” is “gaining.” The only fourletter word in the EnglLsh language
which ends in “eny” is “deny.”
A Rockland man got the surprise
of hLs life the other day when he
called Liberty 26 ring 13 and found
himself talking with the National
Cash Register Company in Boston.
The Liberty he wanted was the
one which is parked in Waldo
County.

I have been handed the tally
sheet of a baseball game played 50
One year ago: Rev. William J.
or 60 years ago by the Champions Day was supplying the First Baptist
of Rockland and a Thomaston pulpit, while Rev. J. Charles Mac
team, the contest being won by the Donald was on his leave of absence,
former 29 to 25. Maybe some of —Tlie Wasgatt cottage at Crawford
our older readers will recall some lake was burned.—The interdass
of these names. Champions—Man- track meet was won by the Seniors
In the stock room on the first floor, left to right: Mrs. Frances Bellmore, Mrs. Celia Bowdoin and
son c, Berry p, Sherman ss, Morton with 624 points—Rev. Samuel
Miss Margaret Hussey.
—Photo by Cullen.
lb, Lowell 2b, Jackson 3b. Crockett Clark, 84, died In Friendship.—Mrs.
until the peak production Ls reached If, Torrey cf, Crie rf; Thomaston- Harry Leon (Irene Fiske) died in
for leisure wear will be included in New York.
Crawford c, Tarbox p, Starr ss, Charlotte, N. C.—The VJ* W. asked
The Van Baalen salesmen will in the Fall.
the new showing. The fabrics will
Complete manufacturing opera Long lb, Beverage 2b, Creighton that the area at the junction of
include silks, rayons, flannels, terry leave New York early In May to call
cloth, cotton blanket materials and on their customers, and every State tions are carried on at the Root- 3b, Wilson If, Gates cf, Williams rf. Ocean, Water and Suffolk streets
be named Huntley-Hill Square in
gabardines.
Bathrobes, lounging in the Union will be visited, includ land plant. Trucks bring piece
People who love the woods in honor of Burleigh Huntley and
robes, cocktail coats, lounge suits ing every large city and hundreds goods to the receiving room which
and house coats will be made for of the smaller towns. At the same is located on the ground floor di Maine sometimes find the shed ant Henry Hill.
time, agents will contact their cus rectly opposite the loading platform.
the market.
Due to the closing of most Euro tomers in Canada, Mexico, Alaska, Here the new materials are ex which is located on the top, or cut are then turned over to a group of
amined and entered on the records. ting room floor.
pean markets, some materials for Cuba, the Philippines and Hawaii.
gills who affix the customers label
One of the interesting items in An adjacent elevator then carries
merly imported from abroad have
When
the
time
comes
the
goods
and again examine the goods to
had to be discontinued, but all of the new line is a gabardine robe them to the piece goods stock room
are unrolled on the cutting tables. make sure that no imperfections
These tables are about 100 feet long have been overlooked.
and from 63 to 84 inches wide. The
The shipping department, located
cutting is done with electric ma
at
the rear of the ground floor,
chines made especially for this work.
After the goods are cut they are completes the handling of the prod
loaded on rolling trucks and carried uct. Here the garments are packed
to the floor below where the sewing in cartons or cases and start on their
machines are located. Here the journey to the retail stores where
various parts of the garments are they are displayed to consumers Ln
assembled and then carried to the every part of the United States and
first row of machines where the various other parts of the world.
manufacturing operation really be
gins. Each group of machines per
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
forms one operation only. In this
A GUIDES' IS A LOVELY PLACE
way each worker is trained to per
TO PRAY
fect her particular operation. After
A
garden
Ls
a
place to pray.
the garment has moved through the For there the lovely
flowers stand out in
sweet array.
various machines it arrives at the
it seems the Tulips bow
central portion of the floor in a And til-re
and nod
Their pet tied heads before a gracious
completed condition.
Ood;
The next step is pressing. A group The I-llles
speak of purity and grace.
of eight machines is used, each one They so remind ona of the Master's
face;
made for its particular need. As Portraying tenderness and perfect love.
soon as a garment Is pressed it ls, That seems to come to us from Heaven
above;
placed on a wooden hanger and car The fragrance
cf the roue—too sweet
for wordsried to a group of girls who sew on
Lures all tlwf bees, and butterflies and
size tickets, and fold the garment
birds;
so that it does not wrinkle. At the ‘ And songs of birds are wafted on the
same time it is thoroughly examined From breeze
little straw-built homes among
trees;
both for imperfections of materials Along the
the gxrden wall the Hollyhocks,
and for perfection of tailoring.
The Marigolds, and Zinnias, and sweet
Phlox
When the final inspection has And Daisies
growing on the sloping
been passed the garments are taken
banks
Nod
In
the
breeze,
and give to God
to the lower or stock room floor.
their thanks;
This floor is fitted with rows of steel And. as I ope' the garden gate, I feel
with God's sweetest flowers I
shelving in which are robes are That must
kneel;
stored awaiting shipment. Orders Our Saviour left the throng, and went
one
dav
are then selected from the bins by To the "Garden of Oethsemene,” alone
Jn the pressing department en the third floor: bi the foreground. Natale Mazxeo; left background. Ray Austin; the stock clerks who make the J
—to pray.
left beckfrovnd. EUie Vericbio,
__
—Photo by Cullen.
—Frances L. Swanson
necessary records for shipment. They j
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Teaching the Young Idea How To Drive

For every one that asketh reX
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
celveth; and he that seeketh flndSubscriptions $3 00 per year payable In advance; single copies three
eth; and to him that knocketh It cents.
shall be opened.—Matt. 7: 8.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1840 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Book Review
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
(By K. 8. F.)
“New England Comes Baek.” Au
thor Lawrence Dame. Publishers
Random House. New York.
This book holds romance and the
true story of Yankee wit, courage
and ingenuity. We who live ln
New England have unbounded faith
in her prowess, her stability and
her heartening courage through the
ups and downs of world conditions,
that are bound to reflect heavy
losses everywhere to upset the busi
ness plans.
The outside states are fast learn
ing the truth about this section and
loving it more and more; also wish
ing to spend some part of the year
in these beautiful regions of our
country.
The book is brimming over with
stories of courage and heartening
adventure Lawrence Dame knows
his New England. He tells us to
stop worrying about Nazis and
Communists, and keep in touch
with tjhe fast moving world of
changing conditions. This bock will
give you great pleasure as well as
insight for deep reflection. We arc
surprised at the inventive ability
that New Englanders have devel
oped to keep the money in circula
tion. Dame traces history in de
velopment with Yankee humor,
brings Maine into the limelight with
her vast resources, and our own
city and county are in evidence.
Read and be convinced that it's
up to the individual to succeed. A
brilliant writer has written an in
spiring book, and Random House
has clothed it in excellent work
manship with delightful photograph
illustration.

Goodbye To A Circus
Port Clyde Man Jots
Down Interesting Notes
In Sarasota, Fla.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Passing near the Seaboard Rail
way Station in Sarasota a short
time ago I was surprised to see
crowds of people lining the station
platform and both sides of the track
for quite a distance. I inquired the
reason and was informed that the
circus was leaving town. I remarked
to my informant that was rather
odd. for usually cfowds gather to
see the circus come to town.
"Oh,” lie replied, “but its differ
ent here. The homes of a large
proportion of the personnel of the
Ringling Circus are located in Sara
sota and the folks are here to bid
them good luck and a safe return
home."
In a little while the first train of
three sections comprising the circus
rolled through the station, and the
hundreds of men and women stand
ing on the platforms or with heads
out of the windows were greeted
with yells, the calling out of names
and the waving of handkerchiefs.
I was informed that there was a
greater demonstration when the
circus left the town than on its re
turn home.
Sarasota Beach is located on
Siesta Key, an island about 12
miles ln length, fronting on the
Gulf of Mexico. It has a wonderful
beach of white sand, and It is well
named Siesta Key, for most all visi
tors tell me that they spend more
time in the Land of Nod while there
than when ln their own homes.
More than once they have slept the
full round of the clock.
A Tew weeks ago I made a trip to
Sanibel Island, famous for its sea
shells. The island is 15 miles long
and Is popular with collectors of
shells. A boat that will accommo
date about 14 autos runs hourly
from Fort Myers to the island.
Connected with a bridge to Sanibel
is Captiva Island, the loveliest place
I have seen ln all Florida. It is five
miles in length, and Captiva Lodge
is a gem o.f purest ray serene, with
its truly tropical setting of cocoanut and royal palms, its foliage and
flowers I particularly admired a
wild fig tree with a cabbage palm
growing near its center.
Passing through FOrt Myers I had
the pleasure of driving through Mc
Gregor Boulevard, with its sides
lined with magnificent royal palms
There is not a finer avenue of trees
In Florida.
S. Newton Broadbent.

OLD TIRES

ARE
UNSAFE TIRES
Think cf the safety cf your
self and your family. Would

you risk your life and their lives
for the price of a set of tires?
Renew NOW!

We have tiros

at prices that will meet every

pocketbook.

GUARANTEED
NEW TIRES

RETREADED TIRES

•

jkOCKlAND
r\r u i * am '

A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1916.

CRITICISING LEGISLATURE

MONEY FROM A RAILROAD
One sufficient reason why the Maine, Central Railroad
should have everybody's blessing is the fact that last year It
expended nearly $10,000,000 in this State for materials, sup
plies of all kinds and wages of railroad employes—this ex
clusive of the taxes paid to State and local governments, which
the previous year amounted to $1,217,472. What this has
meant to the State in the stimulation of business is patent to
any person who reads the official figures. Railway purchases
in Maine in 1940 of fuel, materials and supplies and new
equipment totaled $1,002,481. In addition, the railroads paid
$8,507,585 in 1940 in wages to employes located ln that
State, the total number of such employes in July, 1940, having
been 5860.
THIS IS PRACTICAL
There seems to be much wisdom in the decision of the
War Department to have the physical examination of selective
service men before they report to the camps for induction into
the service. Not only wisdom but common sense. At present,
men ordered into service are not given army examinations
until they report to induction centers. The result has been
that some, after quitting their jobs and severing civilian con
nections, have found themselves rejected.

CONCERNING COL. LINDBERGH
The divergence of opinions concerning Col. diaries A.
Lindbergh would be amusing if it were not for the seriousness
of the situation. International hero credited with an excep
tionally high grade of ability and judgment, and since his solo
flight across the ocean a popular idol, what a pity it is that he
is now the subject of anathema hurled from all directions-^-even
attributed with copperhead qualities by the No. 1 citizen of the
United States. Lindbergh may be correct in some of his pre
mises, but his judgment in broadcasting them at this critical
time, is certainly open to question. But strangely enough when
you talk with the average citizen you will find a considerable
percentage of them just as certain that Lindbergh is right, as
the majority of them seem to think, emphatically, that he ls
wrong. Yesterday’s Press Herald said:
That Mr. Lindbergh deserves the appellation, “Copper
head" appears in accounts of his New York address earlier
this week. At one point he referred to the bombing destruc
tion and death in London, and the audience, or some of it,
cheered That was the moment when Mr. Lindbergh should
have retired from the platform. For him to disregard the
interruption, presumably so foreign to his own sentiments,
and to continue to solidify the cheerers in their anti-British
sympathies was to write finis to his influence and standing
among a people to whom he had been an idol. A good man
gone wrong. Neither he nor his new-found friends may prop
erly resent the classification in which the President has placed
him.

Friendship. April 11, to Mf. and
Mrs William Havener, a son
V'nalhaven. April 20. to Mr and
Mrs. J?seph E. Morton, a daugh
ter.
Schooners mentioned in the
shipping column: Carrie E. Look.
Thelma, Annie Saunders. Hugh de
Payens, Lavina M. Snow, W. D
Hilton. Julia Frances, Henrietta
Simmons. Calvin P. Harris, Nel
son Y. McFarland. Samuel Hart.
George E. Klink, Florence and Lil
lian, L. T. Whitmore. William BisWilliam H Bird, former Rockland
Maud H. iStudley, Warren B
business man, died suddenly in po^er
Boston.
1
• • • •
Herman V. Babb, 46. died at his j Guests were leglsterlng at the
home on Babb street
n€W Knox -Hotel, although it had
Fred Johnson left the employ of i not formally opened,
the Corner Drug Store and re-j
Harria Kajloch cf Thcni.
turned to his home in Princeton.
I astQn
his lnterest ln thp

A new grocery store was being
built near the Rising bakcrj- for
Louis Rosenbloom.
Everett L. Spear was building a
40-foot addition at the rear of his
new block.
Former City Clerk E R. Veazie
entered the employ of T. R. Savage
of Bangor
Frank E Jones bought the trot
ter Frank Braden.
Kelley B. Crie bought the G. L.
Farrand house on Middle street.

[EDITORIAL]

This year, as has been the case biennially since Maine
became a State, the usual ridicule has been heaped upon the
transactions of our Legislature and listening to it one might
gather the impression that nothing had been done right. This,
of course, would be a careless view and an unfair presump
tion mad£. generally by persons who have never taken the
pains to attend any of the legislative hearings, who knew
Lttle or nothing about the merits of the case and who would
laugh at the idea of going to Legislature themselves, and
accepting their share of civic responsibility. The men and
women who are sent to the Capitol to represent their con
stituents are a cross-section of the State, coming from all
walks of life, and bent upon giving the best possible satisfac
tion. Standing in the pathway of this praiseworthy intention
is the indisputable fact that legislators from the various
sections of the State entertain views which are widely at vari
ance with each other—“many men of many minds.” And that
is why it is not always easy to agree upon legislation which
some of us might deem wisest. It has been that way since the
first Legislature convened; it will be that way just as long as
the States maintain that form of government.

Left to right. Inspector Levi
Flint, Geraldine Norton. Ruth Har
mon, Margaret Chapman, Ebba
Kalloch. Louise Harden. Pauline
Carroll, Lucille Melvin, seated in
the car; Jeanette Saunders, Bar
bara Robinson, Instructor Harry
Thompson. Inspector Earle Chase
of Portland.
Rockland High School students
who have just completed a five
weeks driver training course un
der the instruction of State Police
officer Harry Thompson of Wool
wich. Driving tests were given
Friday by Inspector Levi Flint,
and Inspector Earle Chase of
Portland; with 20 students receiv
ing tiheir licenses, all those who

tock the examination. The class
started with 28, but eight were
considered by Officer Thompson
not to be quite ready and will take
the tests at a later date.
Thege classes were started in
1937 and are conducted at only
one other school in the State.
Mcrse High of Bath. Rcckland
High School paid for the officers
instruction at the training school
in Oneanta. N. Y. which was con
ducted by instructors from the
Pennsylvania State College.
Since the classes started, ac
cording to Mr. Thompson, no
graduate of his classes has been
convicted of a motor vehicle vio
lation or involved in an accident,

ROCKLAND HIGH SHAPING UP
Dave Newcomb and “Ducky” Drake
Will Share the Pitching Honors

Whiah. speaks hlgfily of the training
which they received. He has been
notified that he will be unable to I
continue these classes after this
year due to new rulings of the I
State Police, so the new class which ;
started yesterday will be the last
under this program which has been
so successful.
A dual control car is used for
instruction. The students must
first learn the car and motor and
learn the traffic laws before the
actual driving instruction is start
ed. The result is an intelligent
operator who knows the car, how
to handle it, and the laws of the
road.
— Photo by Cullen
pitcher and first base; Murdock
Smith, short stop; Line McRae,
outfield; Hartwell Dowling, third
base; Clayton Brown, outfield;
Dudley-Harvey, outfield; Bill Ome,
outfield.
The season’s schedule:
April 33—(Rockland at Waldoboro.

May 6 — 'Rockland at Lincoln
Academy.

(By Coach Don Matheson)
Aspirants for various positions
on Rockland High 9 1941 has’ball
team have been working out daily
for two weeks. The first few days
of practice were held at Schofle'.dWhite park, then under favcraole
ennd'tions. action shifted to Com
munity Park just before last
week’s vacation, where a five-inn
ing game was played between two
teams picked from the squad.
Among the hold overs from the
1940 team are two important
members. Drake and Newcomb,
Who must share the pitching duties
again this season. As a beginner
in 1940 Dave Newcomb showed
promise, and gained much valu
able information and experience.
He should be a real asset this
year. "Ducky" Drake, who tosses
them up from the port side, not
only has plenty on the ball, but
seems to be able to make it go
where he wants It to. Drake is
a senior and should be in for a
good year.
Jchn Storer and George Bodman are taking the pitches from
these two boys at present. Storer
is a hard' worker and is capable
of doing either infield or outfield
duty in addition to catching.
George is showing marked im
provement and from appearances
is due for a great season. He
seems to handle his pitchers with

more ease, and is doing better
with the stick.
Donald Chaples is at home at
the initial sack, and) teaming up
with Carl Kalloch. Bud Small and
Donald Cates, should make up a
creditable infield. Bud Small has
plenty of power at the plate and
should provide that extra punch
in the batting order Kalloch is
back after a year's absence and
will team up with Small around
second base. Cates will move over
to third base, as he seems more at
home in this spot and has a gcod
arm for the long throw to first.
In the cuter garden, Joe Page
and Mike MoConchie are back to
defend their pests. The iboys may
not match Jeff Mealey’s classy
fielding but both are seme fielders.
Joe Page is starting right where
he left off last season, and is really
clouting the ball. Hard work and
real effort seem to spell success
for McConchie 'both offensively and
defensively.
Joe Sylvvstri, a Senior, and an
ardent Dodger supporter, is alter
nating between catching and the
outfield at present. His experience
is going to help. Other candidates
are Jack Smith, who is capable of
filling in either at third or in the
outfield; Jchn Duff, a good fielder,
fast and sure in the outer pasture;
Russell Smith, first base and out
field; Charles Gall, outfield; Fred
Allen, second base; Ray Chisholm.

May
May
May
May
May

9—(Rockland at Thomaston.
13—(Rockland at St. George.
14—Rockland at Belfast.
16—.Rockland at Camden.
19—Rockland at Belfast.

May 20—Rockland at Vinalhaven.
May 23 — Rockland at Lincoln
Adademy.

May 27—Rcckland at Thomaston.
May 29—-Rockland at St. George.
June 3—Rcckland at Camden.
June 6—Rcckland at Vinalhaven.

With The Bowlers
At the Star Alleys Saturday
night Lewiston defeated Rockland
by 70 pans, rolling eight strings
better than 100. Flaherty was ace
man in the evening's entertain
ment with a string cf 129 and a
total of 327. The score:
Rockland
Anderson ........... 102 99 95—296
Benner
.......... 94 93 104—291
96 95 113—304
Carr
Willis .................. 103 90 90—283
McKinney .......... 115 94 94—303

510 471 496-1477
Lewlstrn

Ty Cobb ............
Bellanger ...........
Marquis .............
Flaherty .............
Frost ....................

101)
117
83
85
103

110
94
125
112
97

96—397
98—309
103—311
129-327
93—293

490 538 519-1547
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

Norman Whittier was editor

chief of the High School

hccner

miza

Levensaler.

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

Southern operators have agreed to open the soft coal
mines.
Col. Charles A Lindbergh has resigned from the Air Corps
Reserves because of the President’s implications as to his
loyalty.
The Nazi conquest of Greece is virtually completed.
British forces continue ttf make progress in Egypt,

and

Ca,pt John Maloney took charge

Miss Bernice French joined the' Levi Seavey moved' into the corWestern Union staff.
ner store of the new Watts block
O. B. Lovejoy entered upon his in Thomaston.
Maynard Waltz was named vale
duties as tax collector.
F C. Norton was elected chair dictorian at Warren High School,
man cf the Kncx County Republi Salutatory, Bertha Bornenian.
can committee, with Robert A. Web
Alonzo J. Q. Knowlton died in
ster as secretary, and E. S, Vose Camden, aged) 67.
treasurer.
Tobias Clark, 89, died in VinalHenry Young died at his home on
North Main street. He voted fori«®ven.
Earle F. Williams of Thomaston
Maine's first prohibitory law.
was elected superintendent of
The marriages for this period schools in Limerick. He wa.s also
were:
principal of the High School there
Cincinnati, April 18, Christopher
Martha M. Fowler, 81, died in
Chisholm and Miss Viola Breen.
Rockport.
Vinalhaven, April 19. Ludwig
Mrs. Warren Morse died in
Seabury and Clara A. Farnham.
Warren.
Rcckland. April 22. J. Madison ,« Nellie Sawyer won the valedic
Chaples and Emma Ledge.
tory in Thomaston high school
Camden. April 22, James Dip- and Helen Davis the salutatory
lock of Camden and Helen Eeattie
Olive S. Eaton, 62, died in War
of Thomaston.
ren.
Warren, April 22. Francis E
Frank Linckin bought Mrs. Ed
Keating of Warren and Miss ward B. Watts residence on Green
Gladys Thomas of Lincolnville.
street, Thomaston.
Waltham, Mass., April 27. Robert
L. Merriam of West Somerville and
There arc more than 1070 sur
Mrs. Mary B Smith, formerly cf names which begin with the Scot
Rockland.
tish prefix “Mac,” which means
* * * *
“son cf” or “descendant of.”
These birihs were recorded:
Boston, April 15. to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard G. Philbrook, a son.
CATALOGUE Printing
Rcckland, April 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Brennan of Port
Clyde, a son—James Erwin.
Vinalhaven. April 15, to Mr. dnd
Mrs. Fred Healey, a daughter.

Oorinna, April 12, to Dr. and Mrs.
W. Lee Dickens, formerly of Cam
den. a daughter—Dorothy Louise.
Rcckland, April 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward N. 'Sylvester, a daugh
ter—Eleanor Ruth.
Rcckland, April 9. to Mr. and
Mrs. Pearl A. Rcfbertscn, a daugh
ter—Margaret Frances.
Augusta, April 19. to Mr. and
Mrs. Hervey C. Allen (Beulah
Lawry), a son—Robert Laurie.
Rockland, April 24. to Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin D. Smart, a son—Ed
win.
Monhegan, April 17. to Mr. and
Mrs. Linwood A Davis, a daughter.
Rcckland. April 21, to Mr. and
Mrs Russell .E. Bartlett, a sen—
Russel Doe

Smart selling reaches direct
to the consumer! Let us help
you plan more effective cata
logues.
TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

April 3b -Camden Chnm
inrree meeting nt Y M <
May 1 Warren Annual
Woman's Club
May 1 Warren Ladtf
Men’s Forum
Mav 2
Thomaston
"K
On Pniaiii'
it W i” • Ha
May 2 Annual meeting
Educational Club at Ohm,
May 3—Warren Finnish
grain
May 3- Knox Pomona
Hope Orange
May 5 Camden Special
lng
May 5—Lincoln Baptist
In West Rockport
May b—Visiting OfUcei
Ooldenrod Chapter. O E s
Mav 9
Warren
O|»
Cole.'' by primary chlldrn
May lb American Legion
In Rockland.
May 11 Mothers' Day
May 13 Lincoln Couir
Women's Club meet* at t
al Church ln Wiscasset
May 1» Knox County W
ventlon ln Rockland
May 21

Warren

Exhibit

School Hobby Groups.
May 27 — Oamden —
School of Dancing Annun
Opera House
June 5 — Warren — Corr
exercises.
June 12—Rockland
)L
Commencement.

Charles "Chick" McMa
a five-pound salmon
Lake Sunday, while fi
Fled C. Black
The second annual
the Women's Commum
League was held last nigl
Rockland, with 44 pres
report will appear in
issue, with the list of prizi

Frank H. Ingraham,
been receiving treatmei.
Hospital for a number of
turned to his Lindsey
dence yesterday, accomp
trained nurse. He is ma
ual recovery.

The Knox County Ge
pital’s 38th annual report
the President. William
has given to those ini
comprehensive resume of
the needs and the field
this really necessary and
Institution.

A meeting of Rebeka
No. 16 will be held Thurst
Fellows’ hall, with I
Hawkins of Tenants Hi
trict deputy president,
Miriam Rebekah Lodge w
the memorial service, an)
gree will be exemplifiei
Tenants Harbor Lodge.
A memorial service wa.s
day night by Knox Lodg(
and Miriam Rebekah L
memorating the 122d ye(
Fellowship. Dr. John
was the guest speaker,
Josephine Buckminster
soloist, accompanied at
by Miss Dorothy Havene:

Tests for applicants fo
licenses were given yest
being tested. Forty-nin
and there were five failu
of them due to inexpert
passed a red liglht and
parking ability. Chief
James Adams cf August,
ted the examinations, as
Inspectors Philip Oravet
land, Earle Chase of Gr
bert Sargent of Auburn
Flint. Miss Margaret C
Farmingdale was clerk

Benefit card party Frida;
7.30 at I.O.OF. hall—adv

“Silsby's Pansy Plants"
will be ready for di;
through local stores, earl^
Get your pansy beds read)

A LEGISLATIVE REVIEW
(Bangor Daily News)
The Legislative presented the governor with an oppor
tunity to balance the budget, it put the burden of paying the
old age pension on the cigarette smokers of the State, by taxing
them two cents for every package they purchase—which
amounts to a tax of 13.3 percent on the ordinary 15-cent pack
age; and on the liquor drinkers, by taxing them 5 percent
more; and, for good measure, on all who may inherit wealth,
by doubling the inheritance tax in the lower brackets. Of
course, the first two of these taxes are discriminatory and
reflect intolerance toward indulgences. To make sure no
uprising of cigarette smokers would upset the new ta«, it was
made an emergency measure, effective June 1. It’s a shame
ful way of passing off the State’s obligation to maintain its
aged onto a particular class In the community, but unless
tobacco interests were to attack the measure on the ground
of unconstitutionality as an emergency, it will stand. Ciga
rette smokers can console themselves, or otherwise as their
mercies dictate, with the knowledge that every time they light
a cigarette a mill goes to some needy aged person.
Not far behind these imposts in discrimination was the
additional levy of one-half ceht on gasoline, bringing the
State gasoline tax to 4.5 cents and, with the present federal
tax of 15 cents, to a total of 6 cents a gallon. At the prevail
ing price, one-third the price of a gallon of gasoline pays
taxes. At 4.5 cents. Maine will have the highest gas tax in
New England. It will be difficult to upset it, by referendum,
because the Legislature tied it up with relief of towms of their
annual $890,000 snow removal and maintenance costs on State
aid and third class highways. As this will permit reduction in
real estate taxes in rural ccmmunitie*s, the rural vote will be
preponderantly in favor cf the new gas tax.
The 90th Legislature has met its responsibility to raise
revenue to pay all the State’s obligations, whether one agrees
with the method cr not. It provided for the largest highway
and bridge construction program in history with two bond
issues of $2,000,000 each which, with the proceeds from the
regular gasoline tax, and federal aid will mean a real exten
sion of the highway system.
Its biggest failure was the refusal to revise the State gov
ernment, to centralize responsibility and authority In the
governor by giving him appointive power over his principal
aides so that he could secure the greatest co-operation from
them, and by refusing even to eliminate routine functions
which the executive council has arrogated to itself. This
way lay the road to economy and efficiency.. We will have to
wait for a more courageous Legislature for these forwardlooking reforms.
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Now is the time to
feed your fruit and c
Also shrubs. Trees t
Telephone Albert Quin
adv.

For flying Instruction se
Treat, 68 Grace' St., Ro
adv.
'
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You can START—STOP...do all your normal driving without

OPERATORS WA
Positions are open for
have worked on Singer
chines. If you have hi
perience, apply to-v-

having to shift or use the clutch! Imagine zooming from a
standstill to top speed in one smooth, effortless surge! For

Quick Getaway at the light, extra pickup in traffic—De Soto’s

Simplimatic Transmission shifts for you—gives you powerful low gear acceleration

VAN BAALEN IIKILT
87 Camden Street,
Iti

without manual shifting. And Fluid Drive transmits all powerthrough oil

—gives you miraculous new smoothness of operation.

RADIO SERV
ALL MAKES—ALL Mil
Repaired. Adjusted, In

"T TNCANNy" is what thousands of new owners
LJsay about Fluid Driving the Simplimatic

way ’ De Soto is the lowest-priced car that com
bines both these thrilling features!
Add De Soto’s 105-horsepower and new Mir
acle Ride, and you have a smoothness you never
thought possible in a car! Come, pick a Rocket
Body De Soto in any one of 12 colors—solid or

MAINE MUSIC

TEL. 708,

ROCK I t

DAVID G. HODGKIN
OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST., ROCKLA
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—l.J
Evenings By Appointr

two-tone—with interior harmonized to match!
Drive it...you’re in for a big surprise!

DRIVE THIS ROCKET BODY
for theDe Luxe Coupe, at Detroit. Federal taxes included. Transpor
tation, state, local taxes extra. Prices subject to change without no
tice. De Soto Division, Chrysler Corporation, Detroit, Michigan.
♦ Fluid Drive with Simplimatic Transmission at moderate extra cost.

DE SOTO

PRICES

START AT

TUNE IN MAJOR BOWES, C.B.S., THURSDAYS. S TO 10 P.M.. E.S.T.

i

AUTO

SALES,

21

Limerock

FUNERAL HOMI
Ambulance Sem
TELEPHONES
$90 or 781-1 or 781

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

/ AU

MUNSEY

DESOVO

BURPEE’

Street,

Rockland,

Maine

llt-112 LIMEROCK 8T
ROCKLAND, ME
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TALK OF THE TOWN Honors For East

S AGO
• • • •
C of happenings which interested
corresponding period In 1916.

Friendship. April 11. to M*' and
Mr William Havener, a run
Vinalhaven. April 20, to Mr and
Mrs. Joseph E. Morton, a daugh
ter
Schooners mentioned in
e
ch'pp.ng column: Carrie E Lock.
Thelma, Annie Saunders. Hugh de
p.,vcn- Lavina M Snow, W. D.
Hilton. Julia Frances. Henrietta
Simmons. Calvin P. Harris. Nel
son Y McFarland. Samuel Hart,
Gi orge E. Klink. Florence and Lll1 in I T Whitmore. William Bis
bee.' Maud H. Studley, Warren B.
Potter.
• • • •
Gue ts were registering at the
new Knox Hotel, although It had
not formally opened.
Capt. Harris Kailoch cf Thom
aston sold his interest in the
schooner Eliza Levensaler, and
Capt. John Maloney took charge.
Levi Seavey moved into the cor

ner store cf the new Watts block
in Thomaston.
Maynard Waltz was named vale
dictorian at Warren High School,
Salutatory. Bertha Borneman.

Alonzo J. Q. Knowlton died In
Camden, aged 67.
Tobias Clark. 89. died in Vinal
haven.
Earle F

Williams or Thomaston

elected '■upet intendent of
n Limerick. He was also
principal cf the High School there.
Martha M Fowler. 81. died in
Rockport.
Mrs. Warren Morse died in
Warren.
Nellie Sawyer won the valedic
tory in Thomaston high school
and Helen Davis tive salutatoryw.

Olive S. Eaton, 62, died In War

ren.
Frank Line kin bought Mrs. Ed
ward B. Watts residence on Green
street, Thomaston.
There arc more than 1070 sur
names which begin with the Scot
ch prefix •'Mac,” which means
•son cf” or “descendant of.”

CATALOGUE Printing

Smart selling reaches direct
to the consumer! Let us help
you plan more effective cata
logues.
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ssionr

James M. East, Rockland, a Senior
at Co’.by College, was accorded high
honors this week when he was made
a member of Phi Beta Kappa na
tional honorary scholastic society.
In introducing Mr East to mem
bers and guests at the annual ban
quet, Prof Mary H. Marshall .presii dent of the Colby Chapter, made
the following citation: “Mr. East
was recommnded for election to Phi
Beta Kappa by all departments in
which he has taken courses—very
largely in the language and litera
ture group. We cf his major de
: partment find in his work marked
ab:lity and imaginative power—a
j mind that works swiftly, acutely in
dependently, and with pleasure.”

Uncle Sam’s Boys
CHANGES AT THE MAINE
CENTRAL RAILROAD STATION Send Home Word Of

BOTH SEEK SENATORIAL SEAT

Their Doings While
Under the Colors

FIRE DEFENSE
MEETING

V

Thursday Night

BINGO

>w gear acceleration
powerthrough oil

RADIO SERVICE

thousands of new ow ners
Driving the Simplimatic
lowest-priced car thatcoinlling features!

WALDO THEATRE

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.

•horsepower and new Mir-

OPTOMETRIST

iv e a smoothness you never
ear! Come, pick a Rocket
• one of 12 colors—solid or
rior harmonized to match!
»r a big surprise!

336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26

om
ROCKET BODY

, Maine

J- A. WILLIAMSON
Thomaston, Me.

45 GLEASON ST.

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mate.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

POSTER PRINTING

Buy your wall paper at Burpee &
Lamb's, next door Thorndike Ho
tel. Discount on paper for all
rooms. See new line curtain and
overdrape samples sold by Mildred
R. O’Donnell.—adv.
51*It

TEL. 187
40A47&5P

TUES.-WED., APRIL 29-30
One of the season's current
comedy hits!

Office Hours: 9 to 12.30— 1 JO to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

k\\ ••

“A GUY, A GIRL,
AND A GOB”

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

.AMERICAN LEGION HALL

GEO. MURPHY, LUCILLE BALL

Wednesday Noon, 11 to 1.30

produced by Harold Lloyd

PRICE 35 CENTS

BARBARA STANWYCK

Ambulance Service

DINNER

with

THURS.-FRI., MAY 1-2
HENRY FONDA

in

TELEPHONES
SM «r 781-1 ar 781-11

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

“THE LADY EVE”

118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MR.
llt-tf

• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND, MR.
M-tf

Eugene Paliette, Chas. Coburn,
Eric Blore, Melville Cooper

with

Get attention for your pro
motion—with colorful post
ers. We build them inexpen
sively.

TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.
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OFFICE WANTED

Three

Defense Savings
Bonds and Stamps May Be
Bought At Post Offices In
Large Or Small Amounts

Aboard U. S. A. T. Washington,
Pacific Ocean.
Off the coast of Mexico
April 16
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
~ A
Well, here are the “wanderlust
I twins" back again to tell you of
I the trip, so far, to Hawaii.
At the dim. dark hour of 4.30 April
8 tne shrill blast of the Sergeant’s
whistle awakened us from our
slumbers at the Army Base in
2 ‘ ■
Brooklyn.
The next few hours
were busy cnes—washing, eating,
turning in bedding, and preparing
The Industrial Accident Ccmmisto embark.
s on will hold hearings May 6 in
Then came the big moment. At
the Municipal Court room.
last we were to be herded onto the
Army’s newest and largest troop
Tiie fourth in a series of beano
ship, the Transport Washington.
parties will be held Thursday in
Only a few weeks before the Wash
G AR. hall, sponsored’ by Edwin
ington had been, one of the luxury
Libby Relief Corps.
Frank L. Carsley cf Dover-Fox- liners of the United States Lines.
Henry E. Comins, who retires from
general agency of Maine Central rreft who will succeed Mr. Comins But, then came the draft and so
1 Radio listeners accustomed to R. R. under pension system.
at the Rockland station
the Washington was “drafted.”
tuning in on the 13 class programs
—Photos by Cullen.
At high noon the ship gave a
Sunday mornings, regret that tlhe
mournful
blast from its whistle,
At the Maine Central Railroad the railroad's patrons have been
season’s broadcasts closed last
bells
rang,
engines throbbed, pro
station yesterday, it was announced marked by unfailing courtesy and
pellers
churned,
and our journey
Charles "Chick” McMahon landed Sunday.
harmony.
that General Agent Henry E Com
a five-pound salmon at Alford's
Mr. Comins has been active in had begun.
ins
will
retire
tomorrow
on
pension,
Anderson Auxiliary members are
Lake Sunday, while fishing with
Masonry and interested always in Simpson was lucky enough to
requested to meet Wednesday at 10 and will become associated with
Fi ed C. Black.
civic affairs. At one time he was a stand on deck and wave good-bye
o’clock, at G.A.R. hall to attend his brother, J. Herbert Comins of member of the Rockland school to the New York beauties, but
funeral services for Josephine Loth East Edington. in the raising of board. His departure from Rock yours truly was busily engaged in
The second annual banquet of rop at St. Peter’s Church.
thoroughbred cattle.
Mr. Comins’ retirement marks tive land will lose to the city one of its getting acquainted with the duties
the Women's Community Bowling
most highly esteemed residents who of a K. P. aboard a ship. With
League was held last night at Hotel
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent close of a railroad career covering
counted
friends by the number of some 1900 men to feed, a member
Rockland, with 44 present. A full are requested to meet at Russell a period of more than 40 years. 22
cf the Kitchen Police gets little
report will appear in Thursday's Funeral Home at 10 o’clock Wed of which have found him directing his acquaintances.
The new general agent Frank L. rest. I know!
issue, with the list of prizes awarded. nesday morning to attend the fu the affairs of the Rockland termi
The quarters for the enlisted men
Carsley comes to this city from
neral services of Sister Josephine nal, which has long been such an Madison in Somerset County and aboard ship are rather compact,
important factor in Maine’s Sum
Frank H. Ingraham, who has Lothrop at St. Peter's Church.
mer resort business. His adminis has a railroad background of 23 but at the same time give him
been receiving treatment at Knox
plenty of room to sleep. Due to
Hospital for a number of weeks, re
Tlie “burning out" of the pure tration has been a remarkably suc years. His heme is in Dover-Fox- the intense heat many of the fel
turned to his Lindsey street resi tier tank at the Gas Works on cessful one and his relations with croft.
lows have been sleeping on the
dence yesterday, accompanied by a Crcckett’s Point, caused lots of
decks.
trained nurse. He is making grad smoke at 10 o’clock this morning
Edwin Libby Relief Corjps will Hard Punching Al
Because of the number of men on
ual recovery.
and the fire department was sum meet Thursday, with picnic sup
the ship, the routine duties do not
moned to the scene. No particular per. Beano will be played in the
exert much strain on anyone, but
The Knox County General Hos damage was done, except to offend afternoon.
Lisbon Boxer Will Be
the officers and non-coms, whose
pital’s 38th annual report is out and ed nostrils.
Seen At Park Street Arena job it is to do the worrying.
the President, William T. White,
There will be a meeting of all
Saturday morning, bright and
has given to those interested a
Friday Night
A meeting of the Softball League men interested in fire defense
early,
we sighted land, and lo, and
comprehensive resume of the work, was held last night at Perry s coal Thursday night at 6 30 at Central
behold,
it was Panama! For the
The
Park
Street
Arena
is
bring

the needs and the field covered by office, and eight teams are at pres Fire Station. It is hoped that an
first time since we had left New
this really necessary and excellent ent planning to enter. Francis Orne even larger group will appear than ing back the hard punching Al
York the engines of the ship were
Institution.
is president of the league, and the were present at last week’s meet Buck of Lisbon Friday night. Al slowed down and then brought to
season will start Sunday, May 18. ing.
is very popular among Rockland a stop.
After a shdfl wait
A meeting of Rebekah District probably with a double-header. An
fans,
and
has
shewn
here
twice
with
the
ship's
officers received the
Winslow-Holbrook Post will en
No. 16 will be held Thursday at Odd other meeting will be held May 7
s
gnal
from
the anchored warship
Billy
Lancaster
in
two
of
the
best
Fellows’ hall, with Mrs. Ena when definite details will be an tertain the Sons of the Legion
bouts
ever
seen
in
Lime
city.
His
to
poceed
inside
the beakwater of
Drum Corps Thursday night. Sup
Hawkins of Tenants Harbor, dis nounced.
opponent
this
week
will
be
the
boy
Cristobal
Harbor.
Inside the break
per at 6 30. to be followed by an en
trict deputy president, presiding.
water
we
were
met
by a small motor
who
in
tlie
past
fought
under
the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge will present Tlie Oakland Y.P.C.U. visited the tertainment. motion pictures and a name “Blonde Dempsey” now using launch and a Canal Pilot boarded
the memorial service, and the de regular meeting of the Rockland speaker on Drum Corps activities. his real name, Frankie Burley, of the ship.
gree will be exemplified by the Union Sunday night at the Univer All members of the Pest and the Dover, N. H. He has been fighting
Some of the Army planes doing
Tenants Harbor Lodge.
salist Church. Both unions hoped Drum Corps are invited.
in Lewiston and Portland, has a Patrol duty zoomed down by us
that this might lead to further visi
Twenty-one members of the local k. o. over Jackie Fisher and Sam and winged a welcoming salute.
A memorial service was held Sun tations by other unions to gain
Y.P.C.U.
motored to Portland Fri Shumway, who fought Coley Welch, These planes are on duty 24 hours
day night by Knox Lodge, IO.O.F., ideas and to increase friendly rela
day
to
attend
tlie Spring rally, pep and has a win over Tiger Lambert. a day scouring the seas and skies.
and Miriam Rebekah Lodge, com tions among the unions. The speak
Under way again, we immediate
banquet
and
dance
at the Church It will be an eight-round bout, and
memorating the 122d year of Odd er was Bertram Gardner of the local
promises to be a good one.
ly
headed for the mouth of the
of
the
Messiah.
Tlie
Rockland
Fellowship. Dr. John Smfith Lowe Western Union office who had as
The
semi-final
will
show
the
Canal.
It was interesting to notice
Union
had
the
largest
delegation
was the guest speaker, and Miss his subject “The Romance of a
tough
and
rugged
Portland
lad,
how
quickly
we were surrounded by
registered
as
has
always
been
the
Josephine Buckminster was the Great Industry.” He gave a brief
Frank Bannon tossing leather the uncivilized jungle. All along
case
since
it
was
formed.
Each
soloist, accompanied at the piano outline of the history of Western
union present was expected to put against the well known K. O. the banks of the Canal we were
by Miss Dorothy Havener.
Union and stressed what it has done on a stunt during intermission and Brierly of Belfast. Bannon has greeted by the cheers and jeers of
for the world in the way of inven
Tests for applicants for drivers' tions, improvements and service it was the local union’s pleasure to shown here several times and each the Soldiers of the jungle out-posts.
time has made a good showing. Hew these men can stand the tropi
licenses were given yesterday, 54 He held a brief question period present an associate member, now
Brierly has been out of the ring cal sun, day in, and day out. is be
attending
school
in
Portland,
Ed

being tested. Forty-nine passed, after his talk in which he answered
with an injured hand, but is ready yond me Just from my little taste
ward
Williamson.
He
gave
a
grand
and there were five failures, three many questions pertaining to tlie
to go. The top prelim will bring of that tropical heat, I hope I go
of them due to inexperience, one vocational side of W. U. as the performance in magic and easily together two Rockland boys. Chum to Heaven, if the Devil’s Palace Is
carried
off
first
prize.
The
Rock

passed a red ligfht and one lacke-d members are currently interested in
Unicn wishes to thank the my Skinner and Young Phelps. what it is claimed to be.
parking ability. Chief Inspector continuing the Vocational Ouidance land
Two Soldiers from cne of the
following people who furnished This bout should be a slug-fest
James Adams cf Augusta conduc scries. Everyone enjoyed his fine transportation: Almon Cooper, Ed from start’to finish.
Panama Posts could not stand the
ted the examinations, assisted by speaking voice and the interesting ward C. Payson, Lincoln McRae,
In the second prelim, Johnny heat, so they stowed away on the
Inspectors Philip Graves of Port subject. Devotionals were prepared and John Lowe, Jr.
Burley of Dover, N. H., will swap Washington while we were re-fuel
land, Earle Chase of Gra$\ Adel- by Hazle Bohn and conducted by
punches with Al Wooster, and the ing and unloading freight in Bal
bert Sargent of Auburn and Levi Burnell Mank. Miles Sawyer, Ruth
A crew of W.P.A. men transferred evening’s entertainment will open boa. I wonder if they are finding
Flint. Miss Margaret Cusack of Seabury and Lucille Stanley.
from the Mountain road, began with Joe Walker of Belfast meeting the ship’s brig any cooler.
work on the airport yesterday, Buster Robinson of Thomaston
Farmingdale was clerk.
The trip through the Locks was
clearing brush cn the area which Reserved seats will be on sale at one never to be forgotten. On the
BOBN
Wooster—At North Haven. April 17. will be made into the North and Walmsley’s drug store, tel. 1204. Atlantic side, the ship was raised
Benefit card party Friday night at
to Mr. and Mrs. Emery Wooster, a South runway, so-called. The barn
730 at I.O.OT. hall —adv.
Jack O’Brien will be the third man in three successive steps. The
daughter -Marguerite Claytor.
on the Foster farm is being torn in the ring, and the first bout will dingy little electric engines pulled
down, and the house will be re go on as near 8.30 as possible.
“Silsby's Pansy Plants” (30.000)
MARRIED
us into the locks and then held the
will be ready for distribution
Rounds-Snow — At Rockland. April moved to a new location to be used
ship in position, while the massive
William D Rounds ol Portland and as office headquarters.
There is
through local stores, early ift May. 26.
Auto
Radio
Service
and
installa

steel doors closed behind us and
E’canor 8now of Rockland. By Rev
no machinery on the grounds yet, tion. New and used sets. Free the water gradually raised itself to
Walter S. Rounds
Get your pansy beds ready.—adv.
but the city of Rockland truck parking. The Radio Shop, 517 Main the next level. It was indeed an ex
50-tf
DIED
went to Bangor Saturday, return St., Tel. 844—adv.
perience never to be forgotten. Then
ILothrop — At Rockland. April 28. ing with grub hoes, crosscut saws,
down
again to the Pacific.
Now is the time to prune and Josephine,
widow of John G Lothrop.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Sunday morning we said good
feed your fruit and shade trees. agod 78 years, 2 months. 11 days Fu grindstones, etc., which are now in
Crews now working on the
neral Wednesday at 10.30 from St use.
bye to Panama and again resumed
Also shrubs.
Trees taken down. Peters
Churdh. Friends may call at brook project will be transfered for
our journey. For us it was a very
Telephone Albert Quinn, 741-W.— Russell I uural home until 10 o'clock
work at the airport in the near
quiet Easter: no Spring bonnets,
adv.
50-52 Wednesday.
Raye At Rockland. April 27, Anna future, until nearly 200 workers will
no Easter Parade, and little Easter
Margaret, daughter of Mr and Mrs
Lester Raye. aged 1 year. 1 month, 24 be on the job. William Bramhall
Spirit.
For flying instruction sec Charlie days. Funeral Tuesday at 930 a m.
is superintendent, Stephen Swasey
Charlie is learning the joys (?)
Russell funeral home
Treat, 68 Grace'St„ Rockland — from
Upton—At
Brunswick.
April
28. the foreman and Albert Robbins
of
being a squad leader. From
adv.
2-tf Henrietta Wallace, widow of Horace the timekeeper.
what he says, it must be a head
F. Upton, formerly ol Camden, aged
88 years. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
ache. It takes me to find the soft
from Good funeral home.
Breck’s Tested Seeds Fresh stock
jobs, though. I am on military po
OPERATORS WANTED
Hix—At Owls Head. April 27. Ella C..
Positions are open for people who widow of George B Hix, aged 70 years at H. H. Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel.
lice duty, four hours duty every
3 months. 11 days. Funeral Wednes 205, City.
51-53
have worked on Singer Sewing Ma day
other day. The rest of the time I
at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral
AT 6.30
chines. If you have had such ex home.
have to myself. And do I make that
perience, apply to-rtime count! Up to date, I have
CARD OF THANKS
VAN BAALEN HKILBRl’N CO.
At
Central
Fire
Station
written
73 letters. That’s my fa
To all our friends and neighbors
87 Camden Street,
Rockland, Me. who
vorite pastime.
were so kind to us during our
TONIGHT, 7.45, SPEAR HALL
50-52 recent bereavement we wish to ex
AU men interested in fire de
Charlie and I get- together about
press our heartfelt thanks and ap
Free Dinner. Two Attendance Prizes
every night and write letters. He
predation: to those who offered their
fense
for
Rockland
are
asked
to
Lily Pond Design Quilt and $2.00.
cars, sent flowers, cards and In vari
has managed to jot off quite a few.
ous other ways manifested their
Big Prizes on Evening Game
meet at Central Fire Station at We are running low on addresses so
sympathy.
51
‘
lt
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wlleon and fam
6.30 Thursday Night. This is if you have not received one and
ily. Mr. and Mrs Charles Collins and
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
family.
would like to, our forwarding ad
extremely
important.
Repaired. Adjusted, Installed
Rockport.
*
dress is: Pvt. Charles A. Simpson.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Pvt. Stewart M. Pollard, C.A.C.,
TEL. 708,
’ ROCKLAND, ME.
Unassigned. % Commanding Gen
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
40-tf CEMETERY INSCRIPTION
eral, Hawaiian Department, Hono
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
lulu, T. H. Steward M. Pollard
WORK
April 30—Camden Chamber of Com
merce meeting at YMC A.
May 1 Warren—Annual meeting of
Woman’s Club
May 1 Warren Ladles’ Night at
Men's Forum.
Mav 2
Thomaston
"Knox County
On Parade” at Watts Hall.
May 2 Annual meeting of Woman's
Educational Club at Grand Army hall.
May 3—Warren—Finnish Relief pro
gram.
May 3—Knox Pomona meets with
Hope Grange.
May 5 Camden—Special Town Meet
ing.
May 5—Lincoln Bapitlst Ass'n meets
In West Rockport
May 9—Visiting Officers' Night at
Goldenrod Chapter. O ES.
May 9 —Warren— Operetta. "King
Cole,” by primary children
May 10—American Legion Poppy Day
In Rockland.
Mav 11 Mothers' Day.
May 13—Lincoln County Union of
Women's Club meets at Congregation
al Church In Wiscasset.
May 19 Knox County W C.T.U. con
vention in Rockland
May 21 Warren—Exhibition of High
School Hobby Groups.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
School of Dancing Annual Recital at
Opera House.
June 5 — Warren — Commencement
cxcpclftes
June 12—Rockland
High School
Commencement.

Page

Wanted Office or Room suitable for
NATUROPATH
Central Location. Write—
RALPH H. AMES, N. D.
76 Woodlawn Ave., Portland, Me.
50*51

Representative Lloyd F. Crockett
of North Haven, who announces
that he too will seek the Senatorial
nomination. He has just cctnpletetd his second term in the
House.

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS
OF

LOCAL BANDS
By
IREE MEMBER

The duties of a band leader are
so varied and Involved that they
must be considered in turn or con
fusion will result. Perhaps it will
be well to define and clarify the
meaning of the three words sc- fre
quently, and many times incorrect
ly, usc-d to designate the “head” of
a band or other musical organiza
tion, viz., leader, director, conduc
tor.

The conductor, in a broad sense,
fulfills the combined duties of
manager, director and leader. He
is the whole show, in terse lan
guage. The duties of the director
are just what the name implies.
He directs the musical efforts of
the band but has no managerial du
ties whatsoever. The duty of a
leader is to "lead off.” He must
be capable of really leading and the
band follows his lead.
He starts the playing (subject to
the baton beat of the director) and
must be alert to “pick up” the mel
ody and carry on until things are
again going smoothly (This, of
course applies to the failure of
some member to perform, causing
a “break” in the music).
The leader is a most important
man in any band and in most bands
there is a leader in each section
and their duties are identical—to
lead their respective sections in co
operation with the director. Per
haps I should clarify the duty of
the leader in the melody section a
bit. It ts customary for the first
chair man (oernet) to play the first
strain of a selection. The second
chair man plays the repeat and the
first chair man again takes up and
plays the second strain and the
seccnd chair man takes his turn
on the repeat.
The first chair man is the leader
and should see to it that all “catch
notes” (which connect the strains)
are played. If any doubt exists in
his mind that the second chair man
can and will take over properly, the
leader should play the connecting
notes himself and continue until
such time as the second chair man
is started smoothly on the repeat.
The director, whether he plays and
directs at the same time, or just
beats time, Is the one who starts
the band, sets the tempos and stops
the playing—He is not the leader
unless he elects to play while di
recting—thus taking over the work
of the section leader.
A good director must, when he
first starts work with a band new
to him, take stock No real progress
can be made until he knows the
ability of his players. The director
can, if he knows his business, de
termine this pretty accurately with
out using abrupt measures. Some
times a man who has played in a
band a long time needs instruction.
A good director can usually spot
such a player with little trouble by
listening to the band play, but,
such players are usually well aware
of their lack of ability .due in most
cases to lack of instruction, and
such a one is apt to be very sensi
tive about it. They have “played
in the band" a long time and are
Icokcd up to by younger members
and, to "call their bluff” as it were,
before the whole band is stiff medi
cine for them to take. Iree made
that mistake once and lost a player.
He just couldn’t take it. Rather
than “lose face” in the eyes of the
other players he stepped coming

State Senator Albert B. Elliot of
Thomaston who has just completed
his fourth term in the Legislature
and has announced that he will
be a candidate for the presidency
of the upper branch.

to rehearsals and I doubt if he ever
quite forgave me for correcting him
before the other members—who had
looked upon him as a star per
former.
Sometimes a director is com
pelled to take a firm stand and
“call a spade a spade” but in gen
eral "you can catch more flies with
molasses than you can with vine
gar."
There are always good and in
different performers in an amateur
band. If the director holds the
band back to the level of the pace
that the weaker links must travel
the better players lose interest.
They have passed the ABC stage
and have no interest in grade 1
and grade 2 music. It is too easy.
They want to work on music that
stimulates them to advance to
higher levels. This is natural and
perfectly proper. On the other hand
if the less experienced players are
asked to play a grade that is much
too difficult for tnpm they lose
ccurage and advancement for them
is very difficult. In such a case
the playing of the band sounds and
is, lopsided.
A band with a “list to starboard"
will find the sea a rough one. Here
is a safe, sure way to balance the
band cargo. Compromise. Give
the weak sisters private instruction
and encourage them to improve
their performance just as fast as
possible. At the same time ask the
better performers to “give and
take” for the good of the band.
Rehearse both easy and difficult
grades of music. Compromise. In
time you will get the balance you
strive ftf- and your band will be
well on tlie road to a standard of
excellence that will gain the ap
proval of the listening public.
What next? Read the next install
ment for the answer.

SOUTH WARREN
Miss Belle Barrett a student at
Presque Isle Normal spent the
week-end at her home here.
Edwin Gammon has resigned as
substitute carrier on RF.D. 2 and
his place is being taken by Alvah
Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Anthony
of Seattle, Wash., are guests cf the
latter's son Herbert Spear.
Mr. and Mis. Willis Iubby and
three children of Boston were visi
tors Sunday at George Lermond's.

Postmaster General Frank C.
Walker, in a letter to postmasters
throughout tlie country, said that
the help of local postmasters in
the salie of defense savings bonds
and stamps would be “a real serv
ice to the country.” He transmit
ted the thanks of Secretary of the
Treasury Morganthau for the help
that local postmasters had' alreadygiven in the sale of United States
securities, and also Mr. Morgenthau’s thanks in advance “for the
oo-openatton which he knows you
will give to this now effort ’’
The new Defense Savings Bond
is similar to the familiar "Baby
Bond.” of which more than five
bullion dollars worth have been
bought toy more than two and a
half million Americans since 1935.
A Defense iBond may be purchased May 1, or thereafter, for
$18.75. In ten years, this bond will
be worth $25. This is an increase
pf 33 1-3 percent, equal to an an
nual interest return of 2.9 per
cent, compounded semi-annually.
Any time after 60 days from the
date of purchase, the bond may be
redeemed for cash, in accordance
with a table of redemption values
printed on the face of the bond.
To spread investments widely
among all the people in America,
a limit of $5,000 has been set on
the amount of these bonds to be
bought by any one person in one
year. The bonds aro in denomina
tions of $36, $50. $100. $500 and
$1,000, all of which are sold for
75 percent of their maturity value
and all of which mature in 10 years.
For larger Investors who can af
ford to purchase up

to $50,000

worth of bonds a year, the Trea
sury Department has issued two
additional kinds of Defense Sav
ings Bonds, but these iwilil be sold
only through banks and by direct
mail from Washington, D. C. They
are intended for associations,
trustees and corporations, as well
as Individual purchasers.
For the smaller investor who
wants to buy a Government Bond
on an easy payment plan, the post
office will have a new series of
Postal Savings Stamps, at 10c, 25c,
50c, $1 and $5. Each purchaser of
any Savings Stamp higher than
10c will be given, free of charge,
an attractive pocket album in
which to paste his stamps until he
has enough to buy a $25 bond or
one ol
higher
denomination.
Thirty million of these albums are
now being prepared.
Tlie cover design of the albums
Is In color, featuring a United
States battleship and an eagle
bearing the American flag. On
the back cover is a painting of
the Minute Man statue toy Daniel
Chester French, which symbolizes
the American citizen ever alert in
defense of his country. The in
scription is “America on Guard”.
Secretary Morgenthau said that
even a boy or girl who saved 10c
to buy a Savings Stamp would
help the country. He added that
“you can safeguard your own
money and your own future, while
helping the national defense, by
buying United States Savings
Bonds now.”
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.

Breck's Tested Seeds. Fresh stock
at H H. Crtc Co., 328 Main St. Tel.
205, City.
51-53
Beano Thursday, May 1, 2 15 p.

m. at G.A.R. hall, fourth party in
series.—adv.

ARTHUR D. OGILVIE
SUBMARINE DIVING
WEIR WORK
AND SALVAGING
291 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
48*T*57

RUMMAGE SALE
At Thorndike Hotel Store

Wednesday, Thursday

New Topcoat
arrivals by the stork

of 1941 style
Gorgeous toppers that you can

start wearing any day now.
They’re new in fabric and in

April 30-May 1

color , . . and if ydu don’t fall in

9.00 o’clock

love with the way they're modeled

Benefit of lladassah
NEW MERCHANDISE
50-51

and tailored, you need a good
dose of sulphur and molasses.
No obligation in a try on of
several.

We don't expect you to buy the

ADDING
MACHINE
RENTALS
$1.50 Week
$5.00 Month

first time you come in . . . but
we do knew you’ll be back.

ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER. CO.
71 Park St.,

Rockland

$20, $25, $30

Tel. 297-W

TROPICAL SUITS
are now ready

Headquarters for

$20.00

PHILCO AUTO RADIO

GREGORYS

HENRY K. ALLEN
Tel. 6-12, Tenant’s Harbor,
COA*£ W -

SFF.

HFAK AND Il/N£

TEL. tM

416 MAIN STM ROCKLAND, ME.
THf-M.'

Pane

Every-Other-Dav”
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Out 0( State Cars

Bad Crash at Waldoboro
/

1

t i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Wellington
Miss Ellie McLaughlin of Stamlord, Conn., is visiting her mother, returned home Friday from Med
ford Mass., where they have been
J
Mrs. Anna McLaughlin,
Mrs. O. O. Barnard will entertain called by the death of Charles Wellthe Susannah Weslely Society d^gton. They were accompanied by
TThursday
’hnwiHttv aftpmnn
MethoEmma Wellir.gtrn oi Ro-.k*
afternon nt
at th«
the Metho
land.
tiist parsonage.
MLss Susie Hahn and Miss Joan
Mrs. Ruth Castner has returned
Smith
have been taken into the
from a visit with relatives in Bos Congregational
Church.
ton.
Stuart French of Bangor visited
Miss Barbara Scott visited Friday hLs parents. Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark
in Brunswick witli her sister Miss French at the Congregational par
Kathleen Scott.
sonage Friday, having motored to
Mrs. Harry Orinell of Houlton is Camden with a friend.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Lawrence The annual meeting of the Bap
Weston.
tist Church will be held at 7 o'clock
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sturrock of Saturday at the Montgomery rooms
Providence were weekend guests of following a parish supper at 6
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz.
o'clock. Nominating committee will
Mr. and Mrs. Russeil Cooney of be, Emery Simmons, Mrs. Jennie
Five persons were injured, three and face, and possible internal in jury. Occupants of the Pilman
Plandome, N. Y„ are at October Kenniston, and Mrs. Reta Coburn.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St. Clair of seriously, Saturday afternoon when juries. His wife, Mrs. Bessie Pil- car were rushed to Memorial Hos
Farm.
Elmer Achorn was in Thomaston Newton Centre, Mass., have been a Ford sedan and a 10-ton semi man who accompanied him suf- pital in Damariscotta.
Myron E. McCartney of Rock
Saturday to visit his aunt, Mrs. spending a few days at their Sum trailer motor truck were in col ! fered a broken arm and chest inI
juries.
Mrs.
Ernest
Pilman.
a
land,
driver of the truck, suffered
mer home in this town.
Vernon Achorn.
lision
at
the
intersection
of
Jeffer

daughter-in-law,
and
her
two
chil

an
arm
injury. The truck was
Visitors
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Mrs Annie Thompson attended
a meeting of the Lincoln County Mr. and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby were son street and Route 1 in Waldo dren aged 5 and 3, were also loaded with hundreds of cases of
in the Pilman car. Mrs. Ernest empty sardine cans. State Patrol
Postmaster’s Association Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson, boro.
Edward
W.
Pilman
of
Boothbay
Pilman
and Marjorie received cuts man Harold M’itchell is investigat
Bruce Woodward, Austin Howard,
night in Damariscotta.
Harbor
who
was
operating
the
'
and
bruises.
Joan, the youngest ing the accident.
Charles Lilly Past, AL., and Mrs. Brackett and daughter, Lila
sedan
suffered
cuts
on
the
hands
i
member
of
the
group, escaped in
- -Photo by Cullen.
Auxiliary will entertain Progressive all of Auburn.
Tiie Baptist Men's Forum will
Orange at supper Thursday in
hold tlie annual ladies’ niglit ob day of Ivy Chapter, OjES., are
Orand Army hall.
SPRUCE HEAD
Principal Earle Spear of Waldo servance Thursday at 7 30, jn the Mrs. Edna White and Albert White.
Mrs Ruth Spear and Miss Mar
boro High School has announced vestry. Musical selections will be Members who attended! the recent
Apple trees in an experiment at jorie Wiggin spent two days recent
that the Valedictorian for the class given by the girls’ quartet, Ann Grand Officers’ Night observance Highmoor Farm, Monmouth, which ly at Mrs. Spear’s Summer home
Elizabeth
Kenniston, held at Union were Mr. and Mrs.
of 1941 is Vera Jameson and the Norwood,
“The Century” on Spruce Head
Mary Drewett and Gloria Haskell; Elbert Starrett, Mrs Nellie Orbe have been treated with mild sul
Salutatorlan Donald Heyer.
Island.
phur
sprays
have
yielded
nearly
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Vogel of New the male quartet, Roger Teague, ton, Mrs. Lilia Ames, Mrs. Alice
Miss Verna Waldron has returned
York City have been spending a lew Chester Wyllie, Avard Robinson Mathews and Miss Ida Stevens. double the fruit grown on similar to her home in Rockland after sev
The open season on dipping trees sprayed with lime sulphur.
and Charles Wilson; skit, “It’s a
<! ys at their home here.
eral days’ visit with her sister, Mis.
I.incoln-Sagadhoc County Council Dedicate Operation.” Rev. E. O. smelts in the Georges closed, at
A 50 percent reduction in the Arnold Stimpson.
strength of dry lime sulphur spray
A ’ met Sunday in Grand Army Kenyon, rector of the St. Peter’s midnight April 24.
Mrs. Elizabeth Noonan of Rock
on 27-year-old McIntosh apple
hall with 50 members and guests Episcopal Church in Rockland Charles S. Wellington
land
was recent guest of her sister,
trees on Highmoor Farm when Mrs. Walter Drinkwater.
present. Brig. General George M.( wm gjve an illustrated lecture on
Funeral
services
for
Charles
Well

tried for four years did no more
Carter, adjutant general of Maine ‘"Mexico.'’ Refreshments will be
Mrs. Callie Silck and Mrs. Estelle
was guest speaker, hLs subject “Co served after the program. All wo ington, 79, who died suddenly Wed than ieduce the cost of materials Perry arrived here Saturday and
nesday
in
Medford,
Mass.,
at the about 19 cents per tree and reduce
op* ation of Civic Organizations men are invited
have opened their cottage for the
home of his son, Joseph Welling
wiili National Defense in the State.”
Tiie Woman’s Community Club ton, were held Friday at the son’s the yield of clean fruit by nearly Summer.
1 ,ez Hilton and Bessie Stahl, stu of Union will put on an exchange home there, and burial was in Med a bushel per tree, he said. In a
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Slieney
McIntosh orchard set out in 1928,
dents at Waldoboro High School program Thursday night at the ford, Mass.
went
last week to Milbridge for
dry lime sulphur spray has been
read their prize essays on "Citizen Woman’s Club, with Mis. Char
A former resident of thLs place, applied with spray guns with single their daughter, Margaret, who has
ship.” Refreshments were served. lotte Hawes of the visiting Club in Mr. Wellington was born in Lex
been staying with relatives while
charge. The slate of officers will ington, Mass., son of Sullivan and nozzles and used from the ground, Mrs. Cheney was in the hospital.
for
comparison
with
various
mild
be presented by the nominating Louvisa (Robinson) Wellington. He
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thomas of
CUSHING
committee,
(Miss Tena McCallum, was a member of the firm, Welling sulphur spray materials applied Oakland were weekend guests of
Orpha Killeran, R.N., was at
the same way and for comparison
liome from Lewiston for the Mrs. Edna Overlock, and Mrs. Car ton and Wilde Coal Co., of Boston with sulphur dust. The fruits were Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burton.
Miss Barbara Elwell has been
weekend. On her return to tlie rie Smith. Hostesses will be Mrs. until his retirement from active similar m cleanness, running 94
C< ntral Maine Hospital she was Mildred Berry, Mrs. Eleanor Bar business in 1929, when he came to percent or more clean for all three visiting her grandparents, Mr. and
accompanied by her father who was rett. Mrs. Abbie Newbert, Mrs. this place which was his residence materials and only 1 to 2 percent Mrs. George Snow.
Flora McKellar, Mrs. Catherine for six years.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Sidney Bird 3d
enroute to Skowhegan.
scabby. Check plots receiving only
He had spent the past Winter the minimum requiremenst of lead passed the weekend with Mr. and
The public Ls invited to attend a Moody, Mrs. Alice Mathews, Mrs.
reception at the Garnge hall Wed Grace Campbell, and Mrs. Ruth with his son in Medford, Mass., arsenate had 50 percent of the Mrs. Walter Drinkwater.
and had planned to come Saturday fruits scabby, so that the mild sul
nesday night at 8 o’clock in honor of Phil’brook.
Members of Goodwill Grange, to Warren to pass the Summer phur received a good test.
Rev. and Mrs. H. Van Deman of
Friendship. Refreshments will be South Warren, who are not so months with his other son, Fred.
The growth per tree under the ■
He was a charter member of the different treatments lias been the ;
served. Rev. and Mrs. Van Deman licited for the harvest supper
have been attending a conference TTiursday, are requested to fur- Odd Fellow Lodge of West Med same. The yield rate has been con
ford, Mass.
nLstti sweets.
in Caribou.
sistently higher under the mild sul
Besides the two sons, he leaves phur and sulphur dust treatments|
Funeral services for Mrs. Gedda
Tda Olson was home from Port
S. Calderwood, 89, native of this one sister, Miss Emma Wellington than with lime sulphur applied. In
land over tlie weekend.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Bailey of town, who died! Wednesday in Wor cf Rockland, a half-sister, Mrs. A. 1940 there was a difference of one
New York spent the weekend at Pi cester, Mass., were helc^ in Wor G. Crosby of Milford, Conn., and and a half bushels with micronized
lot Point.
cester Friday, and attended by two grandchildren of Medford, sulphur over the yield rate of the
Mrs. Webb Barnes has returned her son Charles Erickson, and Mass.
lime sulphur trees at a cost of only
from Boston where she visited Mr. grandsen Carl of North Warren.
one cent more for materials.
Barnes while his ship was in that
Taking all the bearing years to
In the absence of the pastor, STONINGTON
port.
Rev. William Stackhouse, the Wo
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small were date together, the mild sulphur
Mr. and Mrs. J Fulton Ferguson men’s Mission Circle will have called to Rockland last week by trees have yielded seven bushels
of New Haven were at their Pleas charge of the mid-week -prayer the serious illness of Mr. Small's apiece as against only four bushels
UNITED STATES BRANCH
ant Point farm over the week-end. service Wednesday at the Baptist aunt Mrs. Lucy Russ Brown.
yielded by the lime-sulphur trees.
THE PALATINE INSURANCE
COMPANY, LTD.
Church.
(Mrs. Stackhouse was
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Stinson This increase in yield rate is not
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
due
to
greater
size
of
fruit,
but
to
taken this morning to Baston to of Portland were recent guests of
FRIENDSHIP
Mortgage Loans, Participa
greater number.
tion Certificates,
$34,525 88
Mrs. Robert Williams and daugh enter the Pratt Diagnostic Hos Mrs. Sadie Robbins.
2.910 981 83
The lime sulphur has allowed Stocks and Bonds.
pital
for
observation.
She
was
ac

ter Corice spent the past week with
270.629 05
Mildred Blood is employed at the about half as many fruits to stay Cash in Office and Bank.
Agents Balances.
143.008 79
Mrs. Williams’ parents, Mr. and companied by Rev. Mr. Stackhouse home of R K. Barter.
6.521 44
on the tree and they have grown Bills Receivable.
andson.
Sterling,
both
of
whom
Mrs. Winchenbaugh.
17,625 00
Mrs. Clara Hamblen, who passed to be slightly larger on the aver Interest and Rents.
18.579 86
Capt Frank Murphy has returned will visit friends in Boston for a the Winter with her daughter, Mrs. age than the fruits on the mild-sul All other Assets,
to Quincy to visit his son after time.
Gross Assets.
$3,401,871 85
Gleason Flye in Northeast Harbor, phur trees. In this orchard the ’
Deduct Items not admitted. 243,366 81
spending the Winter with his Sponsors of a Finnish Relief arrived home this week.
few trees that were the largest when
program
Saturday
night
at
Glover
daughter Mrs. F D. Winchenbaugh.
Mr. and Mrs. Masterton and set out generally remained largest,
Admitted.
$3,158,505 04
LIABILITIES, DEC 31, 1940
Miss Marie Winchenbaugh has hall will be tlie Finnish Relief daughter Elinor who have been oc but the others showed no correla
Net Unpaid Losses,
$97,248 00
been spending a week’s vacation Committee of Rockland and vi cupying the John Annis apart tion between original size and Unearned
Premiums,
1.023.498 42
cinity, the Finnish- American ments, have returned home.
All other Liabilities.
93.724 10
from school at home.
present size or yield to date.
Statutory Deposit,
500.000 00
Mrs. Harold Robbins is employed
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth K. Stowell League for Democracy, and the
Surplus over all Liabilities, 1,444,034 52
and daughter Betsy, accompanied I Union Farmers’ Co-operative Trad- at the home of Mrs. Margaret Me
Breck’s Tested Seeds. Fresh stock
Total Liabilities and
by Miss Arlene Winchenbaugh were ing Club. The principal speaker Guffie.
at H H Crie Co., 328 Main St. Tel.
Surplus,
$3,158,505 04
Rockbound Rebekah Lodge at 205, City.
recent visitors at their Summer will be George Makela of Fitch51.53
NATIONAL SURETY CORPORATION
burgh. Mass., editor of the “Rava- tended worship Sunday at the Con
home.
New York, N. Y.
Alma Winchenbaugh of Stone aja,” Finnish paper. Other num gregational Church.
The Netherlands Indies now sup
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1940
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Canham
of
Auburn
bers
will
include
a
poem
by
John
ham, Mass., and Lester Black of
ply practically all the quinine used Real Estate,
$623,934 21
Mortgage Loans.
201,484 00
Watertown, Mass., were recent visi Puolakka of North Warren, a were recently visited their daugh in the United States.
Stocks and Bonds.
23,724.905 84
ter
Edna
at
Susie
Cousins
home.
reading
by
Mrs.
Makela
and
mu

tors here.
Cash In Office and Bank,
2.161.722 79
Charles Colomy has returned to
Agents' Balances,
1.433,976 43
Those who attended the County sic by the St. George players, and
Interest and Rents,
115.350 69
Parent-Teacher Association Con several other numbers. The en Rockland after visiting his s sier
All other Assets,
157,701 18
Mrs.
Myra
Caiman.
vention Friday in Bath were: Mrs. tertainment will be followed by
Gross
Assets.
$28,429,075
14
Donald, N. Coombs, sen of Mr.
Charles Stenger, Mrs. Lloyd Sim dancing and the serving of re
Deduct Items not admitted, 2.228.555 04
ai
d
Mrs.
Ernest
Coombs
who
enHOUSEKEEPER
mons, Mrs. F D. Winchenbaugh, freshments.
Admitted,
$26,200,520 10
Mrs. Richard Clifford, Mrs. Charles Miss Priscilla Robinson of St. 'isted for milna.-y service, is at Port Must be able to take care of children
LIABILITIES, DEC 31, 1940
Devens.
Sylvester. Mrs. Ray Wincapaw, Miss Gecrge was weekend guest of MLss
TEL. 44, THOMASTON
Net Unpaid Losses.
$3,562,392 04
Martha Gross substituted in the Or Call
5,700,020 70
Elizabeth Wincapaw Miss Margaret Virginia Wyllie.
at 30 Knox St., Thomaston Unearned Premiums,
All
other
Liabilities,
2.083.513 08
Simmons and Mrs. Howard Beal.
Mrs. Harold H. Selig of East fourth and fifth grades last week
Cash
Capital.
2.500.000
00
the illness of the teacher.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 12.354,594 28
Boothbay was recent guest of Mr. during
Work is progressing rapidly on
CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO.
Iran and Russia have agreed to and Mrs. Fred Wellington.
Total Liabilities and
the
new houses of Charles Cleveland
San Francisco, Calif.
Surplus,
$26,200,520 10
permit trains from each country
Demonstration teams for the at Green Head and Kenneth Welch
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
to enter the other.
Parents’ Night observance tonight on Russ Hill.
Real Estate.
$801,282 12
IMPERIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
Mortgage Loans.
140,073 52
by the Happy-Oo-Luckies 4-H
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1940
Betty Barter, daughter of Mr. and Stocks and Bonds.
3.452.965 24
Club will be Misses Madeleine Has- Mrs Ralph Barter, has been elected Cash In Office and Bank,
$3 629,PfO 00
440.549 22 Stocks and Bonds,
364.512 98
236.061 31 Cash In Office and Bank,
i kell and Evelyn Smith with "Color vice president of Chi Omega Soror Agents' Balances.
Agents'
Balances,
113.533 07
Bills Receivable,
8.301 89
i and its Use.” and Misses Elizabeth ity at Colby College.
720 68
Interest and Rents,
26,161 911 Bills Receivable,
Interest
and
Rents,
FRIENDSHIP, ME.
All other Assets,
84.385 46
29.158 87
Kenniston and Mary Drewett with
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Blastow are
All other Assets.
99,893 77
a demonstiation on "Salads.” There moving to Rockland.
Gross Assets,
$5 189,780 67
Gross Assets.
$4,236,889 37
Tuesday, April 29
66.361 31
will be musical selections and re
Dr. Jchn Granrud of Springfield 1 educt items not admitted.
Deduct items not admitted,
30.146 86
freshments.
Mrs.
Beulah
Lord,
Admitted.
Double Feature Show
$5,123,419 36
was a recent visitor in town.
Admitted.
$4,206,742
51
LIABILITIES DEC 31, 1940
local leader, and Mrs. Edna Jones,
Mrs. Eva Fifleld has returned
-HIGH COMMAND”
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1940
Net
Unpaid
Losses,
$*36,482
00
assistant will be in charge, and from Massachusetts where she has
Unearned Premiums.
' $113,759 00
1.466.962 61 Net Unpaid Losses,
and TEX RITTER in
Miss Anna Simpson, of Rockland. been visiting her son, George Foster. All other Liabilities,
$1,018,894 13
157.756 10 Unearned Premiums,
Cash Capital,
152,884 99
1.000 000 00 All other Liabilities,
1
county
club
leader,
will
be
present.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Robbins
-ARIZONA DAYS”
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00
Ivy Chapter. O£S, entertained have moved to Sadie Robbins' house. Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.362.218 65 Surplus over all Liabilities, 1,921,204 39
8.00 o’clock. D. S. T.
Total Liabilities and
Wednesday Orient Chapter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Redding have
Surplus.
Total Liabilities and
ALL SEATS 20 CENTS
5.123.419 36
Union
and
Naomi
Chapter
of
47. 48 & 51
Surplus,
$4,206,742 51
moved
to
Camden
for
the
Summer.
51-lt
I Tenant's Harbor at a special
Mrs. Willard Robbins and son
THE MERCANTILE INSURANCE
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS
meeting following a supper, at Richard are visiting her sister Mrs.
COMPANY OF AMERICA
INSURANCE CO.
LICENSE NOTICE
New
York,
N.
Y.
tended by 100. Other chapters were Muriel Parkhurst in Unity.
90 John St., New York, N. Y,
The Licensing Committee of the
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Herbert Jones and Kenneth Jones
t'r Council of the City of Rockland, present from Rockland and Thom
Stocks and Bonds.
$6,404 991 93 Mortgage Loans,
hereby gives notice that the said Li aston
$10,300 00
Program
numbers
were:
will
go
to
Colby
College
May
2
to
Cash in Office and Bank.
698.231 51 Stocks and Bonds.
cencing Committee will hold a pub
6.743.909 48
part in the Montgomery Agents’ Balances,
354.761 43 Cash in Office and Bank.
lic hearing in the City Council Rooms songs by Mrs. Nestor Salomaki. take
1.622.167 14
9,366 28 Agents’ Balances.
at City Hall, on Wednesday, the thir with Mrs. Grace Campbell, the ac Speaking Contest. Herbert, a senior Bills Receivable.
585,107 46
Interest and Rents,
41.595 39 Bills Receivable.
tieth day of April, A. D. 1941. at seven32.160 93
6.407 90 Interest and Rents,
thirty o’clock In the afternoon. East companist; piano solo by Dr. Jud won honorable mention in his All other Assets.
38,321 95
ern Standard Tlnie. for the purpose son Lord; group of readings by Junior speaking contest. Kenneth,
All other Assets.
349.430 60
of receiving applications for licenses
Gross Assets.
$7,515,354 44
■which shall be Issued by the Muni Miss Ida Stevens; two violin solos a junior, has won the same prize Deduct Items not admitted,
13.978 62
Gross Assets,
$9,382,097 56
cipal Officers of the City of Rockland by David White, with Mrs. White this year. Herbert has taken part
Deduct Items not admitted. 225.283 47
for the ensuing year
Admitted.
$7,501,375 82
Persons having ojectlons to the accompanist; a ceremony, "The in nearly all the school plays during
Admitted,
$9,156,814 09
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
Issuing of any of said licenses, will
LIABILITIES. DEC 31, 1940
$162,958 00
be given full opportunity then and Star in Song and Verse,” in Which his four years at High School and Net Unpaid Losses,
Premiums,
2,056.881 93 Net Unpaid Losses.
$236,699 49
there to be heard in the matter.
Mrs. Lina Smith was the reader; Kenneth has taken part in plays Unearned
All other Liabilities,
210.282 19 Unearned Premiums.
1.094.917 00
FRANCIS D ORNE
this
year.
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00 All other Liabilities,
519.035 92
Mrs. Carrie Butler, soloist, and
RAYMOND C. PERRY.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 4.071.253 70 Cash Capital,
2.000.000 00
Licensing Committee of the Mrs. Grace Campbell accompanist.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 5,306.161 68

VINALHAVEN

Alabama
California
Connecticut
Colorado
Connecticut
(Noted by Richard S. Brown)
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
(noted ’by E. O. Pinkham)
Maine

« a « ft

SENTER.

Maryland

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska

STARTS SATURDAY, MAY 3

New Jersey
New York

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Rhode Island
South Carolina
(Noted by E. O. Pinkham)
Vermont
Washington
Wisconsin
• * * *
Alberta
Hawaii
Mexico
New Brunswick
Nova (Scotia
Ontario
Quebec

•

Refreshments
committee
ap
50-51 pointed for the stated meeting Fri

COCRIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDSU

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

$7,501,375 82

47, U ft U

Total Liabilities and
Surplus

V.IMJU 09

•

ing, deliveries scarce, etc., many stores are
passing up their Anniversary Sale this year, but

MISCELLANEOUS
LAWN mowers sharpened. Called for
and delivered Prompt service. $125
H. H CRIE & CO. 328 Malli St. Te!
205, City.__________________________ 51 tf
REMOVE wall paper the modern way
Rent our steamer H H CRIE & CO .
328 Main St., Tel. 205, City.
51-53
NOTICE -This
ls
to state
that
Harold B. Kaler of Washington, Me
has been appointed sale6 representive
for us In Knox County and adjacent
territory
KALAMAZOO STOVE &
FURNACE CO. W H Owen, Augusta
Branch Mgr.
51-53
OOOD home for aged persons or In
valids.
Practical nursing experience
References.
MRS WILLARD HALL
Warren. Tel. 57-11.
50-52
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stimu
lants In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up
bodies lacking Vitamin B-1, Iron Cal
cium. Phosphorus. Introductory size
only 35c
Call, write C. H. MOOR &
CO., and all other good drug stores
39*51

45T51
PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INS. CO
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Real Estate,
$100,000 00
Stocks and Bonds.
12.813.160 71
Cash In Office and Bank,
1.789.052 26
Agents' Balances,
1.156.864 94
Interest and Rents,
26.397 78
All other Assets,
147.104 33

Gross Assets.
$16,032,590 02
Deduct Items not admitted. 326.728 49

Admitted.
$15,705,861 53
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1,015,508 63
Unearned Premiums,
4.879.583 66
AU other Liabilities,
625.234 36
Cash Capital.
3 000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 6.185.534 88
$15.705 861 53

Y.
35
00
00
46
38
11
33
21

Gross Assets,
$18 009,246 84
Deduct Items not admitted,
38.727 32
52

39
94
00
00
19

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$17,970,519 52

EQUITABLE FIRE & MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Providence, R. I,
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Mortgage Loans.
$32,000
Stocks and Bonds,
6 058.805
Cash in Office and Banks,
1.195.883
Agents' Balances,
335.159
Bills Receivable,
1.877
Interest and Rents,
29.617
All other Assets,
57,771

00
19
79
74
62
70
23

Gross Assets.
$7,711,115 27
Deduct Items not admitted. *8! ,376 87

Admitted Assets, $7,529,738
40
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31, 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$198,583 47
Unearned Premiums.
1.124.763 74
All other Liabilities,
77.927 96
Cash Capital,
LJOO.OOO 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5.128.463 23

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

$7,529,738 40

CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Andover, Mass.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$8 900
Mortgage Loans,
67.134
Stocks and Bonds.
532.304
Cash In Office and Bank.
244 275
Agents’ Balances.
73.847
Interest and Renta,
4.620

00
22
04
77
51
24

Gross Assets.
$9C1.081 78
Deduct Items not admitted.
6 018 37
Admitted,
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31 .
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums,
Ail other Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Total Liabilities and

Surplus.

$925 063
1940
$14,111
551.181
14.320
345.448

We will hold it as usual

and bigger than ever.

A reward will be given for the re
turn of black billfold lost Sunday in
Strand Theatre; papers are valuable
to owner
STUART MacALMAN. TeL
1106-M.____________________________ 51»lt
PAIR of new Air Step shoes lost on
Union St. $1 reward. Leave at CourierGazette.
51-lt

Admitted,
$17,970,519
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$839,486
Unearned Premiums,
3.173,517
All other Liabilities,
412.750
Cash Capital.
1 000.000
Surplus over all Liabilities, 12 544.765

6s

With conditions as they are, prices advanc

LOST AND FOUND

AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE
INSURANCE CO.
80 Maiden Lane, New York City, N.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$
(.384
Mortgage Loans,
1.500
Stocks and Bonds,
1
1.106
Cash In office and Bank.
1.946
Agents' Balances,
1.171
Bills Receivable.
1303
Interest and Rents,
.179
All other Assets,
i.656

•

IN THURSDAY’S COURIER-GAZETTE

not Senter Crane’s.

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

•

LOOK FOR OUR BIG AD

FIRE, LIFE AND CASUALTY

PLAYHOUSE

Correspondent

New Hampshire

ARTHUR L. ORNE, INC.
INSURANCE

WANTED

MRS OSCAR O. IAW|

Senter-Crane s
Birthday

Profit From Spraying

City Council.
Rockland. Maine, April IB, 1941.

r Every-Other-Dav ’

41
76
91
95
7$

Free Gift to First 100 Adult Customers

Robert Teele returned Mi
Rockland, where he is a
school, after passing the
with his mother. Mrs Cllntc
Mrs. L. R. Smith and Mr
Fifield returned Saturd 1
Portland where they sp<
Winter.
The Butterflies met. f
night with Mrs Carrie Bu.
Mrs. Horace Coombs and <
Bertha returned Saturday l
land after being guests of
Mrs. Emil Coombs.
Capt. and Mi
Ralph 11
and Mr and Mrs. Clyde E
have returned from Addison
Mrs. Jame‘ Hnntev und <
Nina, who have beeh visit 1
and (Mrs. Howard Burgess, 1
Saturday to Rockland.
Marion Webb and Dori,
visited Saturday in Rocklai
Delwvn Webster returned
clay from Rockland
Seth and Frank Hanley 1
Friday to Rockland.
Mbs Phyllis Black wa 1
land visitor Saturday.
ladies of the G A R wi
Friday niglit and supper
served at 5.30 preceding tht
ing. Every member is re
to take a tilled May bn-ki t
Fox Islanders 4-H Club w
Wednesday night with Mi
dore Nutting, leader
Clarence Bennett's Inrge
boat Dorothy M. was l.j
Thursday. It was built at t
rest Maker boat shop.
De Valois Commandery
will meet Friday night.
Sons of American Legu
Thursday and the*e office^
elected and installed: Capta,
man Johnson; first lieu

In Everybody’s Column TO LET
Advertisements In this column ncn
to exceed three lines inserted once foi
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for one
time, 10 cents for three times. Five
smell words to a llna.

FOR SALE
PLENTY good hay for sale. FRANK
GARDNER. 204 Rankin St., Tel. 1187 W
________________ ____51‘lt
CHEVROLET coupe (19391 for .sale,
radio and heater; 1940 Dod'ge sedan,
like new; 1938 Plymouth coupe; 1936
Dodge pick-up. excellent condition;
1938 Dodge panel, 1938 Chevrolet panel;
1933 Chevrolet I1- ton truck DYER S
GARAGE, Tel. 124-W
51-tf
FERTILIZER, bone meal, nitrate of
soda and greenhouse special for your
lawns and flowers. Te! after 5 p m.
347-M. V L PACKARD 45 Granite St.
51-tf
GROVER'S Filling Station and gro
cery store for sale Corner of Broadwiv and Cedar Sts. Doing good busi
ness. TEL. 8187.
51-53
YOUNG work horse for sale. wgt.
1400 lbs ; also 1930 Model A Ford l'j
ton truck long wheel base WII I.IAM
DONOHUE. Head of Bay
51*53
CERTIFIED Green Mountain pota
toes for sale. SPROWL BROTHERS.
Searsmont.
51-tf
PIGS for sale Readv to sell May
8th SPROWL BROTHERS. Searsmont.
51-53
GARAGE and filling station for sale
or to let 118 Park St. P H THOMAS
__________________________ 51_t£
SIDEBOARD for sale. $7; kitchen
stove. $10; 2 Singer sewing machines,
$5 ea’h: Innersprlng mattress. $9:
1928 Chevrolet pick-up. $25.
CALL
527-R.______________________________ 51*53
NEW milch Guernse? cow und calf
for sale.
W L. MERRIAM. Union
Tel, 8-5.___________________________ 51*53
CHEVROLET truck (1938) for sale'
panel, */2 ton. 348 BROADWAY. City.
____________________________________ 51*53
BIRD houses, trellises, fencing, in
»tock and built to order. C. L. RAYE.
Prescott St.
51*56
FARM for sale. 20 minute ride from
Rockland. 130 acres. 50 acres field, re
mainder pasture, woodlot and timber.
Excellent well and spring. Trout brook
runs through pasture House. 8 rooms,
slate roof; barn 90 x40'. Tie-up for 20
head of cattle, buildings could not
be replaced for $10,000 Owner unable
to carry on this large farm Will sell
for $2,750
L A THURSTON. Old
County Rd.. Tel. 1159____________ 50 52
SEVERAL modern houses for sale. 5
to 10 rooms, desirable locations. Price
from $1500 to $5500 These properties
can be financed. If you have sultat^
down payment.
L A THURSTON,
Old County Rd., Tel. 1159_________ 50 52
LARGE ice refrigerator for sale, very
suitable for country store on some
farm where ice is available. It came
from an A
& P. market which
changed to electricity. Original cost
$210. For sale very low. H. W LOOK.
Tel. 703
49 51
SEPARATOR for sale; 2 oil brooders;
Nesco roaster; oil stove and oven;
small electric water heater
TEL.
1199-WK
49*51
MORSE built 30 ft by 8 ft. power
boat for sale GROVER C. WALLACE.
Matlnicus, Me.
49*51
EIOHT-plece oak dining room set
for sale
Inquire L. B. WARDWELL.
12 Jacobs Ave., Camden.
49-54
PIGS for sale, Yorkshire, Chester.
GLEASON HILL FARM
Tel
4-5,
Union.
49*51
FEW shares of Hnox Woolen Co.
stock for sale. Can accept or reject
bids. Send bids to ’’B'' care of Cou
rier-Gazette.
49*51
UPRIGHT piano for sale at 15 Ocean
St. Apply to MRS. SAVILLE, at Mrs.
Marshall’s, 9 Ocean St.
49-51
DARK loam for sale, first class, de
livered RICHARD MAKTE. Tel 553-M
West Meadow Rd.
48*59
IRON Age Potato Planter for sale;
also harness and other farming tools
M LOFMAN, Rockville. Me.
48*50
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con
dition. not used for 2 years. A real
buy-only $210. TEL. Warren 3 41 48 tf
RICH dark loam for sale for flower
gardens and lawns Delivered. Small 1
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants. WILLIAM
ANDERSON. West Meadow Rd Rock
land. Tel. 1245
46*51-tf
FARM. 41*4 acres for sale. 7-room
house, barn, garage, good well, elec
tric pump and lights, gravel pit. fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries, fine buildings.
Price. $2100.
V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St., Tel
1154 or 330
45-tf
40-ACRE farm for sale In Washing
ton. wood and lumber. Would exchange
for property In Thomaston or Rock
land. C M OVERLOCK. 135 Holmes
St.. Tel. 774-M
44-tf
Hard wood per root, fitted, $150;
Sawed. $140; long. $130 M B. A C. O.
PERRY. Tel. 487 .
39-tf
D. * H. bard ooal, egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton, del. Nut slae New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. & C.
O PERRY, 519 Main 8t . Tel 487 39-tf

Tea

d

SMAH, furnished house to let. lights
and toilet, central location
I’E'
301-J.
___________________________ 51-lt

MODERN apartments, heated, cen
tlnuous
hot
water.
MARGARF!’
NICHOLAS. 101 No Main St
Tel
671 WK._________________________ •' 51 53
SEVEN-room upstairs tenement with
bath to let. ENOS E INGRAHAM CO.,
Rockport_________________________ 51*53
SECOND floor 5-room apartment to
let, corner Warren and Main Sts Hot
water heat with oil burner, and bath
C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St .
Tel. 986-J_________________________ si.53
ROOM and board.
Large -unny
front room; suitable for two
348
BROADWAY. City.
51.53
THREE room furnished iipt tcTlet.
adults preferred. Inquire at 11 JAMEb
ST . or 12 ORANGE ST
50-tf
SMALL clean rent with bath to let
garaee and garden If desired Call at
19 GREEN ST . Thomaston
50*56
COTTAGE to let. located on St
George River. Me.. near Rockland. Me
furniture and cottage new. three bed
rooms. living room with fireplace,
writing and bathroom, kitchen, garrage. boat
marvelous for seeking
quiet
References required
MRS
EIIHU B
WASHBURNE. Olenmere.
Me.
_________________
50*52
LARGE plea-ant front room to let,
sultbale for two persons; has 2 closet
Central location, 16 Walker Place TEL
42- M ___________________________ 50 - 52
4-ROOM furnished apartment to let.
heat, lights, hot and cold water, toilet.'
place for garden. $5 week. SHOLES
FARM. 420 Old County Rd
50*52
TEN.AMENT to let. six rooms, bath
and garage at 52 Pleasant St New'v
finished inside Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
ST
__ _________________________ 49*51
FURNISHED apartment to let 1 t
283 Main St
V. F STUDLEY. T ’
1154 or Tel 330,__________________ 48-’ f
FURNISHED 3-room apartment with
sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
St. ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
43-tf
FOUR-room heated apt to let. auto
matic hot water. At 15 Summer St
H M FROST. Tel. 318-W,________ 39.tf
OFFICE to leL centrally located
steam heated, low rental. TEL 133

TEJ
Ameril
<

J

40-51
FOUR unfurnished rooms to let
with sun porch and toilet. Inquire
12 Knftx St.. TEL. 156-W
31 tf
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579-W
39-tf
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let I
Newly ranovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA. The Men’s Shop, Main
& Park Sts,, Rockland.
39-tf

WANTED

------- «'

■' ipwai a

Man wanted for grocery mark,-'
FLINT'S MARKET. 276 Main St. 51-lt
USED cash register wanted- riso
artists easel. C R WALLACE. Te'
1-34. Warren.
51-lt
Middle-aged or elderly woman want
ed to take charge of two boys, 5 and
10 years old while widowed moth1”'
werks.
Fine home In country
No
laundry. Write full particulars to "W ’
care Conrler-Gazette.
5153
TWO pressmen wanted for dr~:ea,i-~
ing department.
Apply
PEOP1 E .4
LAUNDRY. 17 Limerock St.
50’51
BOY. high school age want;d to
work few evenings a week Good pay
Apply “M. S.”. 7< Courier-Gazette
___________________ _______________ 50 52
WANTED To B,rv A 7-9 room house
with bam or grrage in or near Ro~kland. Give location, full description
with photo and price Write "J" care
Courier-Gazette office.
50-51
GIRL wanted for general house
work and care of small child. MRS
LEIGH. 558 Main St . Tel 506.
49 51
MIDDLE aged man wanted for-light
farm work, few cows, one horse One
that can drive car If necessary BOX
41. Damariscotta Mills. Me.
49*54
POSITION wanted as housekeeper
or practical nurse
Write ”T” care
Courier-Gazette.____________
49-51
I want a home, will buy, renl or
board
Write C. C. OOVE. Gen. Del
Boston, Mass.
49*51
DROPHEAD typewriter desk wanted.
In good condition State price and
size
MRS MELVIN WOOD. Belfast.
RED. 4.
49*51
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T. J nXMINO, 19 Birch 8t.. Tel 212-W.
34-tf

THE ORAN
shows you hoi
OUTMEASURES

8 majol

See how the BIG 1
w^iir
imii
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Eggs And Chicks
CLEMENTS Red Chicks and Clemcross pulict chicks are available for
shipment during April and Mav Whv
not have the most profitable strains
at reasomble prices? Hatched In the
best equipped sanitary hatchery in
the State. Personal attention to every
order. Send a postal card for free 18page Illustrated catalog and price list
Tel Winterport 39-24 collect for rush
orders.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
Winterport. Me.
41-5$

“The lesson for America is that
Long before they became beasts
Prance was divided—and France of burden, horses served man as
41 fell.’’—Dr. Oeorge Gallup
food.
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Herbert Peterson; second lieuten
ant, Oris Norwood; adjutant, Richard
Libby; sergeant-at-arms? Richard
Dyer.
The Red Cross meets Wednesday
at the Latter Day Saints Church
for on all-day session. Work is be
ing done this week on dresses.
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Robert Teele returned Monday to
Rockland, where he is attending Work By 4-H Club
school, after passing the vacatirn
with his mother, Mrs. Clinton Teele.
Mrs. L. R. Smith and Mrs. H W.
Vinalhaven Girls Give
Fifield returned Saturday from
Fine Exhibit and a
Portland where they spent the
Musical Program
Winter.
The Butterflies met Saturday
A demonstration of the work of
night with Mrs Carrie Burns.
Mrs. Horace Coombs and daughter Fox Islanders 4-H Club of Vinal
Bertha returned Saturday to Rock haven was held Saturday after
land after being guests of Mr and noon at Union Church vestry. Mr«.
Mrs. Emil Coombs.
Theodore Nutting was leader and
Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Eickford Miss Erdine Calderwood .assistant
and Mr and Mis. Clyde Bickford ! leader. The session was opened
have returned from Addison.
j l.v singing “God Bless America ’
Mrs. James Hantey
daughter ! and g ving the flag salute, also the
Nina, who have beeh visiting Mr i 4-H Club pledge. The 4-H pep
and Mrs Howard Burgess, returned I song was sung.
Saturday to Rockland.
Irene Ames and Norma Skocg,
Marion Webb and Doris Eisner j named the parts of the sewing
visited Saturday in Rockland.
machine, and girls modeled the
Delwyn Webster returned Satur clothes they had made: Jenny
day from Rcckland
Young. Norma Phillips, Priscilla
Seth and Prank Hanley returned Chilles. dress; Norina ' Phillips,
Frida; to Rockland.
Pi iscilla Chilles. Betty Dyer. Mil
Mbs Phyllis Black was a Rock dred Brinkw’orth, pajamas.
land visitor Saturday.
,
Priscilla Chilles. Betty Dyer and
I adies of the G A R. will meet Norma Phillips are to enter the
Fndav night and supper will be
served at 5 30 preceding the meet Style Dress Revue May 17 in Reeking. Every member is requested land.
Jennie Young and Norma Skoog
to fake a filled May basket
sang
a duet “You Walk By.’’ The
Fox Islanders 4-H Club will inert
club
sang
‘Amapola’'. Mildred Phil
Wednesday night witti- Mrs. Theo
brook
and
iMatia Robinson dem
dore Nutting, leader.
onstrated
how
to .set a table prop
Clarence Bennett's large motor
erly.
Mary
Maker
explained licw
boat Dorothy M. was launched
Thursday. It was built at the For to make .Sheets and pillow slips.
The club then sang “Misscuri
rest Maker boat shop.
Waltz
’ and “I Am An American’’
De ValoLs Commandery, K. T.
Mrs.
Nutting
was pianist and Miss
will meet Friday night.
Calderwocd
assisted
the girls in
Sons of American Legion met
the
revue.
A
tea
followed
in which
Thursday and these officers were
elected and installed: Captain, Nor each member had a table and in
man Johnson; first lieutenant. vited three guests Sandwiches, cup

Tea at its Best
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Quarried at Vinalhaven, One of Eight Monoliths Produced for
Cathedral of St. John the Divine—Lathe to Turn It Cost $30,000

J’

The above picture Ls reproduced because of the highly interesting story of the monolith’s manufacturer, here told by E. W. Porter.

New York. April 25
Editor of The Courit;-Gazette:—
The picture in your issue of
April 19 of the rough piece of
gTanite from which one of the
eight columns for the Episcopal
Cathedral of St John the Divine
was made tor intended to be
made) recalled to the writer a
number of interesting facts and
oircumstances associated with that
wonderful piece of engineering.
For 14 years prior to my removal
to New York I was in the main
office of the Bodwell Granite
Company in Rockland, through
which all of the details of many
of Che then great granite enterprLses passed. The production of
these eight monoliths was one of
them. Doubtless many have no
idea of the manner in which these
huge 310 ton columns were manufactured. The .fact iis they were
turned out in a lathe, in a way
.......
........... ..
cakes, tea and lemonade were
served.
It proved a most interesting
afternoon to all present. The
clcthes made by members deserved
much praise for their workmanship.

similar to that used by one who
turns out a six-foot wooden
column.
The lathe used was manufac
tured by the Ledgewood Manufac
turing Company of New Jersey at
a cost to the Bcdwell Granite Coin; pany of $30,030. The rough reo; tangular piece of granite was first
trimmed by “hand and point'
method to a reasonable semblance
of coiumn
was
SUSpend,
by
encjs to the headstock
'and tailstock of the lathe, power
at flrst being applied only to the
former. After the lathe had been
jn opo.ation but a short time, the
flrst column broke.
After a study of the problem
thus presented, it was concluded
that the torsion, or twist, resulting
from being applied to one end,
cau.sed the breakage. When the
next piece was hung up power had
been applied to the tailstock as
wen For a time this seems to be
What was needed, but alas! the
! second column breke. The experts
went into session once mere and a
most wcndeiVul thing was discovered, namely—that granite will
bend. It was found that the center of the column sagged onequarter of an inch. This would
not seem to be a material matter
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THE ORANGE "MEASURING STICK"
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When you compare this year’s cars for ROOMINESS you’ll
see by the "Measuring Stick” in our showroom that the Ford
“Leads the Leaders” at practically every important comfort
point! ... If you want the ROOMIEST car for your money
“size up” the field with the “Measuring Stick!” You’ll choose
this gleaming big 1941 Ford!

noti:

’trttf

Ford was first in its class for ECONOMY too! —proved
in the big, official 599-mile Gilmore-Grand Canyon Econ

BOX
«c»<M

omy Run!

Ore

MCMf FOND f»D£
Slow wary line »ho»« how the .ensational new
Ford "Slow-Mulion Springi” smooth out
the Ride alter car travels over road bump.

COMPARE WITH THIS

in a column so long, but it wa.s •----- —----------------------------sufficient to cause the break in Steve Small’s Hobby
the process of turning A system
of rollers to support the center
was then devised and then woik
Back From California.
was completed with no further
He Tells Lions About Fish
accidents.
ing Rods and Pears
However, the columns were not
the
only
tilings
that
broke
during
;
Due to one thing or another the
their production. The heart of attendance at the meeting of the
poor John Lowe, superintendent of Vinalhaven Lions Club was smaller
cutting, also breke. The strain in than usual Thursday night when the
cident to the work undermined club met in Union Church vestry,
his health and he died shortly but those who did attend were given
after. He was a fine man, a a rather unusual and unique treat
Scotch gentleman in every sense of by being able to listen to an in
the word.
formal talk by a former Vinalhaven
The figure of the man standing boy. Stephen T. Small, now a resi
alone at the left end of the granite dent of El Cajon, Calif.
block in the picture is leadily
Mr. Small, a nephew of Tyler M.
recognized by these who knew Coombs of Rockland, and Mrs.
\hiin as “Uncle Jimmy’' rfussell, Charles Chilles of Vinalhaven, was
probably the greatest quarry fore formerly in the employ oif the Reid
man of his time He was suc Murdoch Co., but illness made him
ceeded later by his son ‘ Eddie.” give up this Work and after knock
a worthy son of a mest estimable ing around the country for quite
father.
some time he settled in California.
Other fine men in Vinalhaven Here he bought some of that golden
at the time were Horace Noyes, I real estate which the Californians
the draftsman; Ed. Glidden. store are always boosting, and began the
manager; and Frank Orbeton. the j raising of avacado pears as a busibockkeeper. It seemed that most j ness, and the making and repairing
of these asscciated in the granite of bamboo fishing reds as a hobby.
As it sometimes turns out the
business pa tock. in a manner, of
hobby
grew to as big a preposition
the characteristics of that ccmas
the
business and new Mr. Small
tnodity — dependability, solidity of
character—no weak spots. It was devotes about equal proportions of
the same with the men at Spruce his time to each. He had with him
Head quarry, the leaders cf whom some specimens of his work in the
were Jchn Blethen and Willis prsence of three as beautiful fish
ing reds as ever brought a gleam to
Adams.
the
eyes cf any disciple of Izaak
I have always considered myself
most fortunate that my early busi Walton. One was his own special
ness training was under those two ! trout rcd- cne was a rcd of heavier
fine Christian gentleman—Gecrge i construction and the other was an
M. Brainard, president, and Edwin 1 experimental rod made on a wholly
H. Lawry. st: etary and treasurer, new’ principle, designed by Mr
of the Bcc'i.vsll Granite Company. Small.
Mr. Small's interesting and in
From them I obtained principles
formative talk on the work con
and a business education that
with making a first class rod
have served me most efficiently nected
was closely followed by the as
during the 40 years since I left sembled Lions. Uufortunately he
Rcrkand and their memcry has was unable to deliver any samples ot
been a constant inspiration.
his avacado pears, but if they were
Incidentally, although within a as good as the fly rods everybody
short dis:an?e of the Cathedral of agreed they must be something ex
St. Jchn the Divine. I have never tra special.
visited that edifice and prc-bably
Reports from several committees
will not do so until seme friends were received and the work they are
come alcng and want to see it. engaged in reviewed and referred
My s ghtseeing usually has been to the proper departments.
of that nature.
Tlie next meeting is scheduled
E W. Porter
for Thursday, May 8
i

Mexico has invited the 21 Ameri
can governments to send delegates NORTH HAVEN
Rev. and Mrs. H. I. Holt who
to a highway and travel confer
have
been occupying the parsonage
ence in Mexico City in September.
the past few weeks, return to their
Rockport home today.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant and
young son. Stanley, were in Portland
the past week.
Irven Simpson was in Stonington
for the week-end visiting with his
father, J. H. Simpson.
Mrs. Leon Stone is in Camden at
the home of her daughter, Mrs
Austin Joy.
Douglas, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Irven Stone, who now reside

Showing how, with atiffer, taater-aetine
springs, effect ot bump on paaoengers in the car
is bouad to he both greater a- * longer-laating.

_ 11 <
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“Ride-graph!” You’ll experience a wholly new ride
based on upward of a dozen big improvements in
springs, shock absorbers, stabilizer and frame! A ride
so amazingly SMOOTH and LEVEL and QUIET
that it’s been switching new car buyers to Ford in
nearly every city in America!

BE WISE-BUY NOW!
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ROCKLAND, ME.

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.

h tehee th t**p

• ■, >;'s a:.A price list
? .'t*-?* ixt'/fs ■ f»v .-t»h
it - •■
r -,\s farms

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Service te:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Ilant, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro

4 Chicks

at ".a.-A

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND. MAINE, TELEPHONE 475

Strand Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
WRITING HISTORY AGAIN IN NEW “BOYS TOWN’’ ADVENTURES!

§•

When you make RIDE comparisons now, you’ll ex
perience the dramatic story charted here in the

l

‘..re*.'

We've been hunting fcr two re cipes, the Midco folder of delicious
cipes with odd names, “Sncw, ways to make ice cream with
Thaw and Ice Pudding ' and “Sea Midco Freeze Then there are the
Knox bocks. Mrs. Knox’ 55-|?age
soned Pudding’’ and as usual the book of recipes, the new iLrw
“coeds” rallied and we can ap Sugar and Dessert’’ recipe bock,
pease the curiosity of the seekers and the folder giving new uses
for remembered favorites. (By the for Rue's Gelatine. And youvl
way. ' Co-ed’’ is short for co-edi want the Kiikman catalog of pre
tors of this page; we’re not trying miums, and that book is yours ns
to put you all back in college as : are all the rest simply by sending
someone suggested. We agree the j your request to Marjorie Mills,
middle years are quite as gcod | Yankee Network. Boston, Mass,
in their own way and as full of or your own station.
Sncw, Ice and Thaw—<From Miss
rewards and satisfactions so that’s
E. Hill. Wellesley)—Onp envelop*
straightened out.)
To get cn with the puddings. j Knox gelatine. *« cup cold water. 1
“Snow, Ice and1 Thaw” is an old cup boiling water. 1 cup sugar, '•
fashioned name for Snow Pudding i cup lemon juice, 3 egg whites.
Soak gelatine in cold water, dis
with meringue and custard sauce.
Miss Hill of Wellesley tells us, so solve in boiling water, add sugar
and lemon juice, strain, and set
that riddle is scived.
aside
in cool place; occasionalv sir
And Mesa Appleyard of Pilgrim
mixture,
and when thick enough to
road, Bcston writes us that
hold
mark
of spoon, beat with wire
Seasoned Pudd ng is a famous
spoon
or
whisk
until frothy; add
Yorkshire d.sh; this seasoned
egg
whites
beaten
stiff and con
version of the Yorkshire Pudding
tinue
beating
until
stiff
enough to
which Is perfect with loast beef
hold
its
shape.
*Mold,
or
pile by
is served with roast pork. I think
spoonfuls
on
dish;
serve
cold
with
we have a discovery here. “The
Soft Custard. Serves six.
thought of it makes me hungry,”
Popcorn Pudding—(From Mrs F.
Mesa Appleyard writes.
P.
Lovewell, Melrose)—Put one
Make Yorkshire pudding batter,
quart
of popped corn into a pud
addiiig boiled chopped onions, a
ding dish; stir into one quart of
little .sage cr poultry seasoning
milk, 2 teaspoonfuls of salt and
and salt and pepper, then bake turn the milk on the corn. Ba’o
in a rather thin layer in a but
minutes. Seiwe witli sugar and
tered jian Serve warm with roast 29
cream.
pork.
Appledore Pudding—(From Mrs.
Two old timers frem Miss Paro- F. P. Lovewell, Melrose)—Butter a
loa’s Cook Bock. Pop Corn Pudding pudding dish and line it with sta’“
and Appledore Pudding also ar cake; then fill it within three
rived when requested thanks to inches of the top with blueberries,
Nancy Lantz of Portsmouth. R. I., blackberries or currants; to one
Mrs. F P. Lovewell of Melrose, quart of blueberries or blackberriei
and others of you. Both are too use half a cup of sugar, if currants
good to disappear from New Eng allow’ one cupful. Cover the whole
land's recipe files. See if you with cake and wet with half a
don't agree.
tumbler of wine Bake half an hour,
Well. I expect a good many of and frost witli tlie whites of t.v»
the sets of Good Luck iplants will eggs and one cup of sugar beaten
be cn their way to you who have to a stiff froth; set back in tlie oven
asked for thorn by new.
Its and bake a light brown. To b*
plant ng time in seme parts ’ of eaten without sauce.
New England anyhew. and soon
Veal Cutlets with Scallion Stuff
w.ll be ell over.
ing—Orc cup chopped scallions,
I do want ycu all to knew about cup Land O’ Lakes butter, 5 nips
this wonderful effer. If you will soft bread crumbs, few grains of
send a Gccd Luck label frem any pepper, 2 teaspons Sterling Salt, ',
of the Good Luck desserts or from cup Ceresota flour, 2 slices (2 h
Good Luck Prepared Pie Crust, pounds) veal cutlet. 3 tablespoons
with 25 cents, we can send you 50 fat or salad oil, h- cup hot watrr
flowering annual plants. In the
Brown scallions in butter; add to
collection you will find ccsmos, crumbs with pepper and 1 teaspoc.n
snapdragons, calendulas, petunias, salt. Mix flour with remaining salt;
asters, marigolds, zinnias, bachelor dredge cutlets. Brown in fat
buttons,
chrysanthemums
and salad oil. Place 1 cutlet in shall 7
straw flowers. Ten different kinds baking pan; spread w th stuffir
cf plants and .50 in all. The plan’s Top with remaining cutlet. Fast*' i
are sturdy and healthy, from dcur with skewers. Pcur water into pan
to six inches tall and guaranteed in which cutlets were browned; boil.
to arrive in good condition.
Pour over cutlets. Cover; bake in
Send now and the Good Luck moderate oven <350 degrees F.) 51
plants will be sent as soon as it is minutes. Uncover; bake 33 min
the right planting time in your utes. Arrange on platter; remo re
locality. Address Marjorie Mills, skewers. Serves eight.
Yankee Network, Boston, or your
Baked Orange Slices — Three
own station.
oranges, l'l> cups sugar,
c )
New then for free recjpa books water, juice of 1 lemon, 2 3-inch
There’s “46 Ways to Use Tomato sticks cinnamon.
Juice,” the new Kemp’s book of re
Cook unpeeled oranges in salt
cipes using Kempfs Sun-Ra.ved water to cover 33 minutes. Drain
Tcmato Juice, the Brer Rabbit and slice ”•< inch thick. Combin*
re? pe bock that is su?h a good remaining ingredients; heat until
cne and cne you will use dezens sugar dissolves. Pour over orange
cf times. We can send you the slices in baking dish; cover and
G. Washington Brcth Ace “Quick bake in slow oven <333 to 325 de
ies’’ bock, the Nestle's book of re- grees F ) one hour.
MENU
in Rockland, is visiting his aunt.
Breakfast
Mrs. Oscar Waterman for a few
Orange Juice
days.
Cereal
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Howe and
Toasted Raisin Bread
family were in town for a few days,
Bacon Curls
recently. Mr. Howe was formerly a
Coffee
Milk
Summer resident here.
Lunch
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Morrison
Baked Bean Sandwiches
have moved into the Enos Piper
Relish
house at Pulpit Harbor.
’Snow. Ice and Thaw
Cookies
GLENMERE
Tetley Tea
Edward McLellan of Thomaston
Dinner
has returned home afteT spending
’Veal Cutlets with
a week's vacation with Mr. and Mrs.
ScallionStuffing
Frank Black.
Creamed Mueller’s Noodles
’Baked Orange Slices—Asparagus
Oil extracted from grapeseeds in
Celery Curls
Italy is being used as a substitute
‘Appledore Pudding
for linseed and olive oiLs in manu
Coffee
facture of soap, paint and lacquers.
’Recipes given.
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MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford: WEAN, Providence; WLBZ. Bangor.
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WALDOBORO, MAINE TELEPHONE 61
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DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
s’. M.
A M.
Ar. 6.00
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island.
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 2.45
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Lv. 1.30
830 Ar. Rockland.
119-tf

.................

Spencer Tracy. Mickey Rooney, Larry Nunn and tin-Bubs Watcon form the stellar line-up for “Men of
Bcvs Town." Telling anothrr drama of homeless, un 
wanted boys and cf the man who gives them a new
lease on life, the new picture is eagerly awaited •<<
being a triumph greater than “Boys Town" itself!

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day'
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Sheriff’s Force in “Del” Tolman’s Day
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Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach, Mrs.
Estelle Newbert and Lloyd Beckett
are expected to arrive home today
from Boston where they have been
visiting enroute home from Florida.
Mrs. Leila Smalley, who has als(/
been spending the Winter in Florida,
will remain the rest of the week In
Boston and was joined there yester
day by Miss Helen Studley.
Next Saturday night at 6 o'clock
there will be a public supper at the
Baptist vestry to raise money to
send the High School Orchestra and
Glee dub to Portland to participat?
in the program at the Maine Fed
eration of 'Music Clubs May 10.
Dr. and Mrs. P R Greenleaf
went yesterday to Portland where
Mrs. Greenleaf is to undergo a ton
sillectomy at the Maine General
Hospital. They were accompanied
by Miss Helen Studley who will pro
ceed from Portland to Boston by
train.
Seated, left to right: Austin M. Titus, Union; Charles F. Duffy, Camden; Fred A. Packard, Rockland;
The Knox County Convention of Eugene E. Sprague. Vinalhaven; C. Scott Cobum, Warren. Standing: Fred Small. Rockport; Archie G.
the W C T. U will be held in Rock. Kucklin. Thomaston; A. J. Tolman (sheriff) Rockland; William II. Kalloch, Rockland; John T. Berry, Rock

Nation’s Grangers
Tlie recent death at Jamestown.
N. Y.. of Jay Levi Terry in his
105th year removed the oldest
Grange member in the United
States—perhaps the only one who
had passed the century mark. He
had belonged to the Grange in
New York State more than six

Book

The Congregational Ladies’ C:rcle
will meet at the home of Mrs. Ora
Brown for its final meeting of the
season. All members are urged to
attend.
The upstairs apartment of the
Corthell house on Bayview street
nas been rented to Frank Berry.
George H. Thomas has returned
from Springfield where he spent
the latter part of last week
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Stone of
Glenolden, Penn., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Gilbert Laite.
Mrs. Basil Goodwin leaves today
for Boston where she will attend
a series of cooking lectures and
the Hotel Show at the Hotel Statler.
The Dandylions will meet for
supper at 7 o’clock at Wadsworth
Inn. Wednesday night. The hos
tesses are: Mrs. Vivian Armstrong;
Mrs. Barbara Wadsworth; Mrs.
Dorothy Laite and Mis. Thelma
Smith.
Local anglers, Lloyd Thomas,
Bob Munroe and Joe Talbot caught
three salmon at Swan Lake over
the weekend. Roy Weed got a
four pound salmon at Lake Megunticock
Miss Lucy Freeman spent the
weekend at her home at Lincoln
ville Beach.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry J. Pettapiece
and daughter Joyce spent the
weekend in Portand, where they
attended the Charity Ball at the
Portland Country Club which was
sponsored by the Woman’s Auxiiary
of the Portland Osteopathic Hospi
tal.
Mrs. Milton Dyer has returned
from Bangor where she has been
guest of relative^. Also Mrs. Dyer
visited her son who is a student at
the University of Maine.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames who is
occupying the J. C| Hobbs apart
ment are spending a few days in
Boston.
Brewster Jameson has returned
after spending a vacation with rel
atives in Milton, Mass. Dr. and
Mrs. C. Harold Jameson arc vaca
tioning until May 15.
President William E Reed, who
has recently returned from a trip to
Alabama will preside at the im
portant quarterly meeting of the
Chamber Commerce, at 7.30 Wed
nesday night April 30 at the
YMCA.

Corner

decades and retained his interest
in tlie Order to tlie very last. Tlie
death of Mr. Terry raises the in
teresting question. “Who is now
the eldest living Grange member
in the United States?" There are
known to be many upwards of 90
years of age, and a diligent effort
is being made to locate the oldest
of them all, as a successor to Mr
Terry for tlie unique age distinc
tion which he possessed.
• • • •
It is an interesting fact, in
every state where Master-Farniir
awards have been made the past
season, that included in the list
were prominent Grange metnbei
• • • •

contains pork, salmon, butterfish
and
luau all wrapped in Ti-leaves.
Fred Allen, popular radio come
• • • •
dian. introduced a round table dis
cussion in one of his recent pro
The closing date for The Atlant’c
grams. the result of which should $10,000 novel contest for 1942 is May
make book publishers and book 1 of that year. It is open to first
sellers very happy. The question novelists or established authors and
In no State has rural electrifu iproposed was whether or not it was to fiction of any type Last year's tion made greater progress the past
better to read a few good books winner was Nina Fedorova with two years than in New Hamnsr.::?,
each year and read them thoroughly “The Family.”
end this ls du? principally to tiie
♦ ♦ ♦ •
or try to cover a wider field and
fact that the Grange in the
read digested opinions and excerpts,
Granite State has taken an ag
There
is
a
mounting
effort
these
“so you could discuss any of them
gressive lead, has aroused farm
at the drop of a hat ” It was gen days to discover effective ways in owners to th? possibilities of ex
which to acquaint America’s school
erally agreed that it was better to
tension of the service and has tivn
read the full-length book. Mr. children with the meaning and pur brought them together in the for
Allen does a great deal of reading poses of Democracy. In view of this mation of groins necessary tc se
himself, and not in digest form movement. Appleton-Century point cure Federal appropriation. The
out a book by William Heyliger,
either.
"The Spirit of the Leader.” One of result is seen in the fact that so
* • • •
the few books of its kind, it is a far 498 m les of new lines in New
June 20 is the new publication fictional treatment of the theme of Hampshire have already been en
date for Garrett Mattingly’s “Cath Democracy in the school where, the ergized under the Federal program,
erine of Aragon," which has been author feels, it must originate if it while the additional miles already
made the July selection of the Lit is to originate at all for our future under contract bring the total up
erary Guild. Mr. Mattingly held a citizens. The book has excellent to almost 14D0.
land May 19 at the First Baptist; ,an(,. jwhl) E n«>|ierty, Rockland. Photo loaned by John E. Doherty.
Guggenheim Fellowship from 1937 story qualities, yet withal it gives
• • • •
Church, forenoon and afternoon.
|
,
to 1938 for research on the life of the reader a wholly enlightening
The Washington State Grange
Miss Margaret G, Ruggles and
frem Searsport where she spent last
Catherine of Aragon. He has a picture of Democratic processes.
by
resolution, and backed up toy
Miss Rita C. Smith have returned Mayflower Temple for supper and
week with her grandparents, Mr.
Ph. D. from Harvard, and is gen
• • • •
an evening's entertainment. Mrs.
vigorous
agitaticn, is protesting
home after spending the Winter in Susie Newbert. Mrs. Kathleen Stud
and Mrs. W. K Staples.
erally acknowledged an authority
For almost four years, Frank against the exclusion from the
New York City.
in the field of 16th century diplo Monaghan, professor of History pt
ft ft ft ft
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sims, who
ley. Mrs. Madeline Ec’mands, Mrs.
benefits of the present unemploy
Mrs. Lee W. Walker and Mrs.
have
been
employed
at
“
The
matic history.
Mertie Grover and Mrs. Katherine
ltd
AO
CKAMPNEY
Yale,
assisted
by
a
small
research
ment insurance law of many low
Harold F. Dana held highest scores
• * • •
Breakers’’ Palm Beach, Fla., for
Crawford comprised the supper
Correspondent
staff, has been quietly planning and wage-earners in that state, and is
at the meeting of the Contract Club
the Winter arrived Friday and are
committee.
The Boston newspapers on a re arranging material for a complete, demanding that remedial action
ft ft ft ft
held at the home of Miss Lucy
at
the home of her brother, May
The tables were attractively deco
cent
morning carried the story that clear and concise one-volume his be taken at an early date. Tlie
Rokes last Friday. The meeting rated in blue and yellow, with yel
TeL 2229
nard Graffam, for a few weeks be
John
P Marquand's new novel, “H. tory of the United States. His work State Grange especially emphasizes
this week will be at Mrs Walker’s low crepe paper strips laid the
fore leaving for New Hampshire for
M.
Pulham.
Esquire.” was. in the has reached the point where Ran the fact that farmers should be
home.
Schools opened for the Spring the Summer season. Mr. and Mrs.
length of the tables and forsythia
opinion of City Councillor Maurice dom House, his publisher, feels that given the privilege of voluntarily
John Singer of Boston spent the in blue bowls flanked by yellow term Monday following a vacation Newton Graffam, who were also
H. Sullivan, “a decidedly dirty a public announcement of the proj bringing their employes within the
weekend at his home here and on candles. The program featured “a of one week.
employed in Florida during the
book.” The entire city council ect is new in order. There exist to act; and further insists that its
return Sunday was accompanied by picture show of three generations! The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will Winter months, returned with them.
passed
his recommendation that the day dozens of text-book histories of limitations be reduced from a
his aunt. Miss Mabelle Brown, who ago," and was under the direction meet Wednesday afternoon at the Enroute visits were made with rel
book
be
banned. The Boston Police the country, and a score more writ
will visit in Portsmouth, N. H.
atives and friends in Providence
of Mrs. Crawford.
j home of Mrs. Hazel Cain.
Department,
however, after two ten from a class angle, or with some minimum of e ght employes to one
The Cancer Control Drive has
and
Boston.
or more.
The first scene was a tableau cf
Miss Genie Staples cf Belfast
days’ deliberation issued a state special thesis to expound. Amaz
• * • ♦
started here and workers are mak two lovers, with Charles Starrett spent the weekend as guest of Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman rement that the book was “within ingly enough, not one recognized au
ing calls. However, anyone failing and Mrs. Elizabeth Orafton taking and Mrs. Russell Staples,
! turned Saturday from Calais where
Among many new Grange halls
the law” and that no action would thority in the past 25 years has
to receive a call from any worker the parts. The remainder of the During the Spring and Summer 'they liad been on a triP in the inter"
now
in precess of construction
be taken. Mr. Marquand has re written a short history that was
may send contributions, however “cast” was: “Cousin Melissa."‘Doro- months the mid-week prayer serv- ,est of"fhe Childrens World Crusade
with
a
number already dedicated
mained
silent
throughout
and
had
meant for the general public, al
small, to Mrs. Marie Singer and thy Horsley: “Cousin Jemima,” ice Thursday night at the Baptist
Baptist ^Convention, Earner
during
1941.
it is interesting to
“
nothing
to
say
”
when
asked
for
a
though book dealers all over the
they will be greatly appreciated.
in the week they covered Bangor
note that one of these is being
Edith Richards; "Fbenezer Slack,” Church will begin at 7.15.
statement.
Meanwhile
(naturally)
country
have
been
clamoring
for
"Knox County on Parade” will be William Grafton; 'Aggie Hawk, : Ralph Wilson came from Crieha- and Dover-Foxcroft.
Boston booksellers reported a great such a book. Thousands of immi erected 'by the home Grange cf
presented at Watt's hall Friday
Mrs. Chiarl&s Wooster returned
Cclia Grafton; ‘‘Grandma,’’ Ada vcn FYichy, called by the death of
increase in sales. The librarian of grants and refugees have been seek the master of the Montana State
Friday frem Bangor where she
night at 8 o’clock for the benefit of
Chadwick; “Reginald.” Frank Line- Mrs. Leslie C. Deant. He will re
an exclusive women's club in Boston ing a volume that would give them, Grange, located at Trout Creek.
spent the winter with her son,
the Nurse Association.
kin;” “Lovie Dora," Madeline Ed- main for several days with his i Kenneth Wooster.
tells a good one. She had many in a reasonably small compass, the The Montana executive of the
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary is con mands; "Benny Frank.” Hollis Gil- family.
requests
for the book from some basic facts of the development of Grange is a lady, Mrs. IBetilah
Miss Leoline Wilson went Sunday
ducting a food sale at Donaldson’s
nice
old
ladies who had read tne the United States, and many thou Haase, who is also Worthy Flora
chrest;
"Phoebe
Oallup."
Grace
An-|
RaIph
staples,
who
accompanied
!
to
Brunswick
for
a
brief
visit
at
the
Store this afternoon at 1 30.
drews;
’
Gypsy,
Mertie
Grover,
|Capt
and
Mrs
.
R
w
Eaton
a
nd!
home
cf
Rev.
and
Mrs.
J. W Hysbook
when
it first came out. When sands more native Americans, stim of the National Grange. When the
Maynard Linscott Jr., has re “Joab and Minervy.’ Harriet Till- i son David of Glen Cove, on a trip
she
asked
them
why they wanted to ulated by the rush of recent events, Montana State Grange was organ
song.
turned home after a week's visit
son and Rodney Jordan; ‘Ollie t0 Washington, D. C hist week .has
re-read
it
so
soon,
the general reply have wanted to amplify the meagre ized, a lttle more than two years
The cast in the pageant “He
with Mr. and Mrs. A. E Arnold ;n May.” Dora Maxey; “Roxanna j, »turned home. He also visited
was:
“
Well,
you
see,
now that they facts they remember from sketchy ago, Mrs. Haase was selected as
Lives” wjiich was presented Easter
Waterville,- his mother, Mrs. May
Tubb,
”
Kathleen
Studley;
“
Rev.
them
in
New
York
City,
where
Capt.
are
talking
of
banning
the book, we courses in elementary schools. Mr. master, and at the conclusion of
Sunday
at
the
Baptist
Church
will
nard Linscott, driving to Brunswick Jacob Jobson,” Charles Starrett; Eaton is stationed.
are
afraid
that
we
read
it too hur Monaghan's book has been designed her two-year term she was re
go
to
Portsmouth,
N.
H.,
next
Sun

to meet him.
“The Twins, Ralph Crawford and , p
of jnteresj t0 friends here day to broadcast the same program
riedly and must have missed some to meet this demand. It will run to elected to that position. Probably
Miss Evelyn Hahn returned home
Hollis Gillchrest; “Mary Ann.’ Lucy
iearn that Arthur H. Price who over Station WHEB at- 3 p. m.
thing!”
about a quarter of a million words never before in the entire 75 years
Friday from Boston where she has
• » • •
y p e w riters
Clark; “Becky Spruceup.'’ Elizabeth | for 30 years has served as general
—roughly 700 pages—and will cover history of the Grange have so
been visiting relatives.
Grafton; “Rosie and Posie," Dora manager of the Congress Shirt Co. Mrs. Annie E. Deane
Edwin Sarsfield, author of "The the history of America from Co many halls ibeen in process of con
Mr and Mrs. Albert Anderson en Maxey and Letitia Starrett; “Mar
Funeral services for Mrs. Annie
at
Bath,
has
retired
and
Monday
Black
Fox Walks" recently sent his lumbus to the last day of 1941. Ran struction as at the present time.
tertained the Rock Club at their guerite LeBrun." Etta Benner: “Doc
All Makes—New and Used
tendered a farewell dinner toy Eliza Deane were held Sunday from
publishers
(Little, Brown & Co ), a dom House plans 10 publish the Seme of these run into values as
home Saturday night. Those pres Livermore.” Fred Fernald; “Biddy was
her late home on West street, w.tn
New Portables,
huge box of Hawaiian delicacies. book in 1942, and hopes to keep the high as $12,000 to $15000, while
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Weston O'Mulligan,’’ Susie Newbert; “Sarah employes of the factory at Hotel Rev. J. W. Hyssong of the Berean
$29.50, $34.50, $39.50. $54.50
Sedgwick. Mr. Price conducted for
It contained sliced papaya, kona price under $3 in order to bring others are cf humbler design, but
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Bernhardt Gump.” Cora Knights; | a short time a shirt factory in Baptist Church at Brunswick offi
Knights. Deputy Warden and Mrs. "Ed Short." Clifford Allen; ‘‘A Rockport, going from here to Bath, ciating, assisted by Rev. C. Vaughn
Co. coffee, poha preserve and lau-laa. the book within reach of as many in each case are adapted to die
Rockland
needs of the local community.
Tel. 297-W the last named a delicacy which people as possible.
Theodore Rowell, Mr. and Mrs. Social Evening," tableau, Fred Fer-I to accept the position from which Overman cf the Rockport Baptist 71 Park St. Rr
Howard Cole of Rockland and Mr. nniri
and
Aria
Chadwickskit.
“
The
|
he
has
just
retired.
Church.
Interment
was
in
the
and Ada Chadwick: .‘■kit
and Mrs. Orvel F Williams, sub nald
Oossipers,” Ora Woodcock, Ada
Mrs. Raymond Everett and son family let at Owl's Head. Tlie bear
stituting for Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Chadwick and Etta Benner
Robert, and Mrs. Frances Frullo ers were George Greenlaw of Wal
Maloney of Pleasant Point, who
Mrs. Andrews sang “The End of and daughter Arlene of Waltham, doboro, Charles F Ingraham, May
were unable to attend. Prizes at a Perfect Day.” and was accom
Mass., are visiting at the home of nard Ingraham and Ernest Crock
rook were won by Mrs. Knights, panied at the piano by Mrs. Dora Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra ett. The profusion of floral tributes
Mr. Williams, Mrs Cole and Mr Maxey. Then the entire assembly ham.
bore silent testimony of tne love
Knights. Refreshments concluded joined in singing old songs. Mrs.
and esteem in which sl«e was held
Mrs. Nellie Staples entertained by all who knew her .
a pleasant evening.
Gertrude Oliver. District Deputy
night at two tables of bridge
Mrs. Deane was born in East
Mr. and Mrs. Richard O Elliot Grand Chief, of Friendship, gave a, Friday
at her home at Highland Square,
left yesterday for Marblehead. Mass, brief talk on the recent Pythian' jn the group were Mrs. Nina Car- Cambridge. Mass., Feb. 22 1870
and are sailing today from Boston Jubilee held at Saco. Mrs. Ruby roll, Mrs. Marion Richards, Mrs. daughter of Jchn L. ar.J Eliza S
on the United Fruit Line Steam Allen was soloist and Mrs. Blanche ' Hildred Rider. Miss Helen Small, Jones. When very young, and after
the death of her mother, she came
ship Abangarez for Cuba and Hon Wilson pianist.
Mrs. Edith Buzzell, Mrs. Leona
to South Thomaston to make her
duras, returning the latter part of
Salisbury and Mrs. Dorothy Crock home. In June 1888 she was mar
May.
ett. High score was won by Mrs.
ried to William A. Collins of Win
Miss Janette Linscott spent a dav EAST LIBERTY
The sum of $22 92 was obtained Richards and Mrs Rider receiving throp and cf this union three chil
recently with Miss Rachel La
dren were born. Mrs. Caro Sweetfrom a supper and social in the low. Refreshments were served.
chance in Brunswick
Mrs. Doris Graffam substituted land of Reading, Mass., who died
Paul Bemont has returned home South Montville Grange hall Sat- ...
1
H.gh School Monday In the several years ago, Mrs. Gladys Wil
after a visit with his grandparents. urday for the benefit of Mr. and
Mrs.
Elmer
Davis
who
lost
their
1
®
bsence
Prin. George Cunning son of Rockport, and Charles Col
Mr and Mrs. Victor Lesan, in
ham.
lins of Reading, Mass. After the
home
by
fire
recently.
Frankfort.
Miss
Shirley
Staples
has
returned
death
cf her husband, 19 years ago,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Howes
took
Charles E Bailey returned Sun
Mrs.
Deane
took up practical nurs
their
son.
Ralph
to
North
Vassalday to Newton Center. Mass., after
several days visit with Mr and Mrs. boro, Friday where he underwent a returned home from Framingham, ing, a profession for which she was
tonsil operation.
1 Mass., where she spent three especially well adapted, because of
W B D Gray.
her kind and loving nature and her
Mrs.
Gertrude
C.
Skinner
has
months.
Mrs. Wallace J. Smalley and
strong desire always to be of serv
daughter, Miss Ruth, arrived yes
ice to others.
terday from Worcester, Mass , com
Fourteen years ago she was unit
ing for the committal services for
ed
in marriage to Leslie C. Deane
Mr. Smalley, which arc being held
of
Rockport, and since that time
at the Thomaston Cemetery this
had made her home in tnis town.
afternoon at 1 o'clock Mrs. Smalley
1 Mr. Deane died three years ago,
and Miss Smalley will spend the re
!and after his death, her daughter,
mainder of the week here, gues*s
Mrs. Wilson, and family came from
of Miss Leila Clark.
Tenant's Harbor to live with her.
Gay Margaret, daughter of Mr.
From them she received the tenand Mrs. Karl Stetson celebrated ‘
derest care during her illness
her eleventh birthday with a sup- ;
which covered a period cf several
per party Friday at the Stetson’s 1
months, and which came to a
new home on Elm street. The
peaceful end April 24.
ttoale decorations were red. while
She was a member of the Rock
and blue. Various contents were |
port Baptist Church, Baptist La
held and each guest contributed to '
dies’ Circle. Trytohelp Club, and
the entertainment with a vocal or
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S
piano solo.
Participants were
Besides the daughter and son.
Nancy Libby. Patricia Rose Rnbert
other surviving near relatives arc
Davis, Robert Beatt.e, and Fayeight grandchildren and four great
ward Hall
grandchildren.
Amos DcM.ver, sen John, daugh
| Among these present from out-ofter Alice. Mr and Mrs Ai red Me- 1
I town at the funeral services were:
Streamliner "Torpedo" Six Sedan Coupe $923^ (white sidewall tires extra}
Rae of Hamilton. Mass., were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collins and
weekend guests cf Mr. and Mrs.
'sons. Arthur and Charles Jr. of
Garfield Dolliver.
*
Reading, Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
.Asserting once gain its leader
A GCNCRAL MOTORS MASTERPIECE
Sweetiand of North Reading, Mr.
ship in the field of dramatic screen
Pythian Sisters Entertain.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO you see it.
when that time comes, it will pay you to
One of the current popular pas and Mrs. George Hodgdon and
Members of Friendship Temple, shockers. Unive sal comes through
0prcrss Atone me tu/ewa /n A#r mopci ]
Every time you see it you want it.
daughters.
Ethel
and
Leona,
and
remember these important facts: only General
PS. were guests Friday night cf with another spine-tingling tri- times. the treasure hunt, becomes
That’s how all America feels about
Motors gives you this style of the year— tnd
----------------------------------------------- umph in "Man Made Mor.ster.” serious business in Universal's Mrs. Fred Leavitt of Peabody.
this exclusive new years-ahead, super-stream only Pontiac givet it to yon at to lout a price!
Mass.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Green

lined General Motors body design which has
Relat.ng the strange events
★ PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT $828 FOR THE
literally taken America by storm.
w'hioh folkw a mad scientist's "Horror Isand” mystery thriller law of Waldoboro, Mr. and Mrs.
DE LUXE “TORPEDO” SIX BUSINESS COUPE
Colhy
Hupper
and
son
Leslie
Hat

Although it looks like hundreds of dollars Delivered at Pontiac, Mich. State tax, optional
transformation of a normal hu now at the Park Theat e.

ROCKPORT

Turn fmlb
A ’Remember...
O General^ Motors gives you this body style

© Pontiac gives it to you at the world’s loudest price

Every-Other-Day

Miss Helen Fisher. practi
teacher here, ipent her vacation
Sabattus.
Miss Marjorie IVood. of (I
High School faculty has return)
from her vacation spent in Ham|
ton. N. H.

Mrs. John F Cooper jcturi
Sunday after a short visit with li
sister Mrs. L. S Young In Por
land.
Oeorge W. Hall Ls homewai
bound from Safety Harbor, I J
planning to travel via the Skyl
Drive.

Mrs. C. F Simmons airived hoi
yesterday from a Winter's sojoui
with her daughters, Mrs. Wllb'
Snow In Middletown, Conn., ai
Mrs. G. Milton Friese of Plalnfh .
N. J.

Tlie Rockland Society for tl
Hard of Hearing meets Thursdi
afternoon at 230 with Mrs. M
Veazie, Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs Nicholas Anasta.
announce the engagement of the
daughter, Miss Victoria Mary Ana
» tasia to Perry H. Howard son
Mrs. Esther P. Howard and Dr. E
Hcward.
Both graduated fro,
Rockland High School In ILK), nn
Mr. Howard is at present a studei
at Bangor Theological School.
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, wl
Saturday ohserved her 93d birtl
day anniversary, received mni
gifts, among them beautiful flov
ers and plants. Tlie day was el
maxed by a family dinner party i
the Dow home on Pleasant stree
and she had many callers durlr
the day, who came to express fellc
tat ions.

Miss Ida Cushing, R N . of Brool
line, Mass., Ls in the city, calk
by the death of her slster-ln-la\
Mrs. J. W Cushing.
Do you wish carried out at tli
date the following assurances give
by President Roosevelt? First, Oc
20, 1940, "Fathers and mothers,
give you one more assurance, I hav
said this before but I shall say
again and again Your boys ai
not going to be sent to any foreig
wars.” Second, "I will conquer a
dictators everywhere. 3ut I promts
not to use American boys.” Edu
cational Club Forum in Gran
Army hall Friday at 3 p. m. An
nual reports of officers and elec
tion. Verse? by club ijoets, eurrer
news and papers on Maine's Ha
of Fame are requested. Afternoo
speakers are Representative Wil
liam T. Smith of Thomaston, sub
ject “Our Recent Legislative B.Ils;
and Alan Grossman. The evenin'
speakers are Leroy C Day, princl
pal of Farmington Normal School
subject, What Do the People Thin)
of their Schools?" and Raymom
H. Fogler, president of the Willlan
T. Grint Co., New York; subject
“A Business Man Looks at Educa
tion.”
Visit Lucien K

Green Ac Son

second floor, 16 School street, Od
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fi
Coats and Cloth Coats, at modera
prices.
9-

ROC

CAMO

A BIG THRILLING
DOUBLE FEATURE
BURIED TRE
IN TRAPS OF

TERROR!

AT THE PARK THEATRE

[

WATTS HALL
THOMASTON, ME.

man

being

into

a

super-charged

With

Dick Fcran

heading

the

monster by means of electrical expedition, a varied! and colonful
Wednesday, April 30
shocks, the film is a succession of group of characters played by Leo
Double Feature Show
high tension thrills.
Carrillo. Peggy Moran. Fuzzy
Lionel Atwill, as the scientist. Knight. Lewis Howard, Walter
“HIGH COMMAND”
offers an outstanding portrayal. Catlett. Ralf Harolde, Jchn Eland TEX RITTER in
while Lon Chaney. Jr., reveals in dredge, and others, sets out on a
br.lLant fashion the heritage of week-end excursion in search of
“ARIZONA DAYS”
his late great father. Anne Nagel thrills and a buried treasure. The
8.00 o’clock. D. S. T.
Frank Afbertscn and
Samuel S party spends a night of terror in
ALL SEATS 20 CENTS
51-It Hinds are excellent in olher prom- a desterted. gloomj- castle cn a
i
roles.
fog-bound island.

ton Wiiscn and Mrs. Willis Wilson

of Tenant’s Harbor. Mr. and Mrs
Orrin Jones and daughter Eva of
Owl’s Head. Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Andersen. Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Cro
zier. Mrs. Carlyle Brown of Rock
land, Rev. J. w. Hyssong and son
John, Jr., of Brunswick.
Switzerland has ordered that mo
tor vehicles subject to requisition
by the army must not be conver
ted for substitute fuel operation.

more than you may want to pay, this stunning

new style is yours—iu a Pontiac—at the
world's lowest price!
In fact, it’s priced so close to the lowest
that former owners of lowest-priced cars are
buying this Pontiac Streamliner "Torpedo”
by the thousands!
No matter what you may think now, this
handsome Fisher body is the style you’re
going to want when you’re ready to buy. And

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MF..

eoxipment and accessories—extra. Prices and
specifications subject to change without notice.

rnt uas

wna ns uw met

C. W. HOPKINS
12 BAYVIEW STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

Wednesday-Thursday
Friday-Saturday
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Every-Other-Day"
ivies .hi I retained his Interest
the Ord' i to the very last. The
Ltii nf Mr Terry raises the infestini? <|ii( t on, ‘ Who is now
|,
, ■ Mvlng Orange member
ti • United States?" There are
I
• , be many upwards of 90
L, of a r .mi! a diligent effort
e to Innate the oldest
U. as • successor to Mr.
I
unique age distinc[n • ... ll lie po:s» • I'd.
• • • •
|j:
an interesting fact, in
r. state where Master-Parmer
[
.
i n made the past
L n that included in the list
|>re prominent Grange member :,
j
* • • •

hi. no State has rural electriflca,

]..

reatcr

progress

the past

than in New Hamnsr/re,
du ■ principally to the
the Grange In the
taken an ag■
.
aroused farm
]
pt -.bil.ties of exsicn of the «e-vice and has then
I , ■ ■ ,
. •..•■r in the fcrktlon of groms necessary tc se-

J :

|.
J

that

..ppropriation.

The

nult la .-ten in the fact that so
498 m les of new lines in New
I
ready been enJ ■
tlu Federal program,

L;«- ■...

,1 : :.t. 11.1l miles already

contract bring the total up
ilmost 1400
• • • •
.
Washington State Orange
resolution, and backed up by
»
.. protesting
lain-t the exclusion from the
I:-.:?; of tin' present unemployfcnt insurance law of many low
je-eamers in that state, and is
Imandlng that remedial action
taken at an early date. The
it • Grange especially emphasizes
le fact that farmers should be
len the privilege of voluntarily
Inging their employes within the
1
nd further insists that its
I.
be reduced from a
Innnum of e ght employes to one
more.
I •

t • • •

new Grange halls
piecesof construction
■' , . in.-.r: .ilreadv dedicated
(ring 1941. it is interesting to
Jne ol tnese is being
teted bv the home Grange cf
If master of the Montana State
]
located at Trout Creek,
lie Montai
executive of the
ange is a lady, Mrs. Beulah
< i. p . who is also Worthy Flora
N tn.n.i! Gramm When the
pntana State Grange was organid a lttle mere than two years
■0 M:
Haase was selected as
I
■
ind at tiie ccncith-ion of
two-year term she was re|
. to that position. Pi t bably
sver before in the entire 75 years
l&tory of the Grange have so
ban) halls been in precess of con
i' tion as at the present time.
I m° 1 : tin 1 run into values as
n
SI-JKM) to $15 0CO, while
liicis arc cf humbler design, but
|i tach case are adapted to the
eds of the local community.
|\
I.-

u;
m
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lowest price
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®SOC* ETY.
Miss Helen Fisher, practice
teacher here, spent her vacation in
Sabattus.
------Miss> Marjorie Wood, of the
High School faculty has returned
from her vacation spent In Hampton, N. H.

Mrs Joseph Emery and daughter
Ruth, Mrs. Howard G. Philbrook
and Mrs. W B D Gray of Thom
aston are spending today in Port
land.

Mrs. John O Stevens entertained
the Breakfast-Bridge Club yester
| Mrs. Mildred Wallace will be day at dessert-luncheon.
chairman of the Winslow-Holbrook
A birthday party celebrating
dinner to be served Wednesday
noon at Legion hall. She will be as- Laurence Hobbs’ fifth birthday was
(sisted by Mrs. Ann Alden. Mrs. Ha- held Friday at his home on John
He was presented many
zel Haskell, Mrs. Geneva Richard- street.
son- Mrs. Amelia Kenney and Mrs. gifts and cards, and goodies were
served to the guests, who were Rich,
061 a Dayard Britto, Raymond and Russell
Wixson.
Rufus Patterson, Helen
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Led en, Mr.
and Mrs. Chandler Bowden and Pinkerton. Shirlene Lord. Sally and
Miss Rebecca Bowden of Blue H 11 Patty Achorn and Elston Hobbs.
1 were Sunday guests of Miss Ellen
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gray and
Cochran.
Mr. ar.d Mrs Clinton Barbour and
Mrs. Herbert Hall Is spending daughter Cynthia spent Sunday at
■ Lake Mcxie.
the week in Portland.

‘^Poverty Barrels”
W. R. W. Supplements
Iree’s Caskmaking Story
With Anecdotes Of
Longer Ago

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Iree Member’s detailed account
of the lime cask co-operage busi
ness couldn't fail to interest cne
who grew up in that “poverty bar
rel’ (as it was sometimes termed)
bus ness. If I could tell you how
ycung I was when my childhood
Mrs. Jonn F Cooper returned
efforts were merged1 with those of
Sunday after a short visit with her
dad’s and my two older brothers,
sister Mrs. L. S. Young in Port
no one would believe it any more
land.
than they would believe the snake
story by Private Hugh Parsons.
George W Hall Is homeward
In fact, I don’t know’ myself. But
bound from Safety Harbor, Fla .
I do remember that in the early
planning to travel via the Skyline
Springtime along about sunrise we
Drive.
Mrs Alfred! Benner will entertain w-ere lined up on the way to the
Mrs. Nora Wilde, of Winter Park.
------iFla., writes friends here cf the de- the Tonian C rcle Wednesday oldi water-mill, dad in the lead.
Mrs. C F Simmons airlved home lightful frequency with which she niglrt.
"Wash,” the oldest brother, next.
yesterday from a Winter’s sojourn an^ her sister meet Maine friends
"Denny” behind him and myself
Miss Ma. tha Seavey has returned trailing in the rear with usually
with her daughters, Mrs. Wilbert there, lately from Belfast and hew
Snow in Middletown. Conn., and glad they were to find Rev. C. H. from Boston, after spending a week a long space between.
Mrs. G. Milton Friese of Plainfield, Olds next at dinner, the occasion with her grandparents, Mr. and
There we worked about as long
N. J.
being very successful with large Mrs. Lester Plummer and her aunt, as dayl ght lasted sawing staves
attendance,
a
Congregational Elizabeth, formerly of this city. and heading for our usual com
Tlie Rockland Society for the Church conference, held in the Amcng the activities enjoyed was
plement of barrels for the year.
Hard of Hearing meets Thursday newly dedicated educational build the Boston Red Sox victory over the
We also did custom sawing. We
afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. Mary ing.
Philadelphia A's Friday at Fenway made
long days as the supply ot
Veazie, Talbot avenue.
Park A souvenir baseball bat, au
water
didn't last too long down
t Mr and Mrs. S. W. Delano, tographed by Joe Cronin, is a prized
Into
the
Summer months. Dad did
Mr and Mrs. Nicholas Anastasia 1 Franklin street have returned from possession.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee
the
sawing.
’ Wash" did the edg
announce the engagement of their ja visit with their son Sanfcrd in Seguin iDaurice Plummer) were
ing.
“
Denny
” wheeled out the
daughter. Miss Victoria Mary Anas- Springfield, Mass., and their daugh- also guests of Mrs. Seguin’s par
staves
and
poor
me managed to
tasia to Perry H. Howard son of• ter Helen in New York City. While ents.
keep
the
refuse
cleared
away. And
Mrs Esther P Howard and Dr. E. B jn New York City they were enterwas
I
tired
and
glad
when
night
Mrs. Sherman Rokes was hos
Hcward.
Both graduated from tained by Mr. and Mrs. William
Rockland High School in 1C40, and : Moulaison.
tess last night to TH/E. Club, for came? Only those who have had
Mr. Howard is at present a student
cards and luncheon. Awards in like experience can tell.
at Bangor Theological School.
However it was not all gloom.
Mrs Eva M. Mank is confined to bridge went to Mrs. Albert Hav
The
mill was located on the Glidher home by illness. •
ener. Mis. John M. Richardscn and
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, who
den
brook
that abounded with good
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd.
Saturday observed her 93d birth
Marianne C. Bullard is in Au
1 sized trout and we hardly ever
day anniversary, received many gusta, as member of the State
Browne Club will meet Fridhy went home without a long string
gifts, among them beautiful flow Board of Hairdressers and Barbers, night with Mrs. Eva Green, Granite of the “speckled beauties”.
ers and plants. Tlie day was cli giving examinations today and to street, Mrs. Mae Deisler will be
The distance from home to the
maxed by a family dinner party at morrow.
assisting hostess.
mill was about two miles, and hav
the Dow home on Pleasant street,
ing no horse the trip was made
and she had many callers during
Mr . and Mrs. William Glover
•Mrs. Pearl Huntley entertained on foot for many years, and after
the day, who came to express felici Rueter of Dartmouth street. Boston, Monday iNiters at her home on supper and chores done w-e would
tations.
announce the engagement of their Limerock street last night. Prizes yoke the oxen and go half mile
daughter, Miss Ernesta Cushing for high scores went to Mrs. O. B. or more to gather the sap—some
Miss Ida Cushing, R N„ of Brook Rueter, to Thomas Lacey, 2d, son Brown. Mrs. Arthur Bowley, Mrs.
line, Mass., is in the city, called of Dr. and Mrs. Walter H .Lacey of William Hooper and Mrs. Clarence times by moonlight and sometimes
by the death cf her sister-in-law, Keene, N. H. Miss Rueter is a Knowlton, the consolation to Mrs. by lanternlight.
This w-as all away back in flat
Mrs. J. W. Cushing.
granddaughter of Mrs. Henry Arn Raymond Small and traveling prize
stave
days when there were six
old Rueter and the late Mr. Rueter,
mills right here in North Waldo
Do you wish carried out at this and of the late Dr. and Mrs. Ern to Mrs. Hooper.
boro that sawed' them. They may
date the following assurances given est Watson Cushing. She graduat
Mrs. Annie Saville lias returned have been away back beyond Iree
by President Roosevelt? First, Oct. ed from the Winsor school last
to Waterville, alter being guest of
Member's memory. It was also be
20, 1940, ‘‘Fathers and mothers, 11 June, and made her debut in De
Mrs. Harold Marshall for a week. fore the invention of machinery
give you one more assurance, I have comber. She is a member of the
said this before but I shall say it 1 junior League. Mr. Lacey is a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowley and to fit the heads for the barrel, or
again and again. Your boys are 'grandson of Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Haskell at at least before we had any knowl
not going to be sent to any foreign , K Faulkner of Keene. N. H„ and
edge of it. We had to fit tire
wars.” Second, "I will conquer all of Mrs. Thomas Lacey of Quincy tended the horse show in Faitm- heads all by hand and that was
dictators everywhere. But I promise and the late Mr. Lacey. He pre ingdale Friday night, accompanied our job. First they were matched
not to use American boys.” Edu pared at Phillips Exeter Academy by Mr. and Mrs. Haskell's daugh fcr the right size, marked around
cational Club Forum in Grand for Harvard, where he is in the ter. Miss Mary Haskell of Augusta. with a compass, cut near the mark
Army hall Friday at 3 p. in. An senior class. He is a member of
Mrs. Jessie Rclbbins. Mrs. Andrew with a hatahet (usually. *two or
nual reperts of officers and elec the Signet Society.
Coffey
and son Andrew- were in three pieces) holes for tjie dowels
tion. Verse? by’ club poets, current
Yarmouth
Friday and Saturday as bored with a bit (poor stomach)
news and papers on Maine’s Hall
Mrs. George F. Sprague enter
guest9
cf
Mr.
and Mrs. J. H. Pills pegged together, pared with a
of Fame are requested. Afternoon tained a group of friends Fiiday
bury.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Pillsbury ac sdrave, and it was ready for the
speakers are Representative Wil afternoon at a tea given at her
companied
them
cn return Sun barrel. It was considered a big
liam T. Smith of Thomaston, sub home in Owls Head. The table
ject “Our Recent Legislative Bills;” was attractively arranged with a day to spend the day in Ash Point. day's work for one man to fit 100
and Alan Grossman. The evening centerpiece of red roses and match They will move to Gorham May 1. pains in a day. Now four men
can make 800 pairs from the
speakers are Leroy C Day, princi ing candles. Mrs. Carl Reed and
rough logs in cne day easily, and
pal of Farmington Normal School; Mrs. Walter Rcss poured. Other WEST LIBERTY
have been known to make many
subject, What Do the People Think guests present were: Mrs. A. B. HaRaymond Smith of Bath is build more.
of their Schools?” and Raymond 1 mor. Mrs. P K Reed, Mrs. Chester ing a cottage on the shore of St.
In those days every farmer had
H. Fogler, president of the Wiliiam >hilbrook, Mrs. Gerald Margeson, Georges Lake.
a
cooper -hop where he used .ns
T. Gruit Co, New York; subject, Mrs. Paul Seavey. Mrs. Anna Dona
Mr. and Mrs. J. Vcy Merrill of
"A Business Man Looks at Educa hue, Mrs. Ethel Farrow, Mrs. Fre Westfield, Mass., are spending the spare time in making the barrels
tion.”
mont Arey, Mrs. Neal Farrell, Mrs. we°k at their cottage at Marshall that always had a reaoy sale and
Vinal Perry, Mrs. Winfield Mad- shore. Saturday they visited their always a cash return, which was
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s dock-s, Mrs. Angus Learned. Mrs. father John Merrill who is a pa the best part for the business, as
it kept the farmers provided with
second floor, 16 School street, Odd Allen Bcrgerson, Mrs. Albert Mc- tient at Knox Hospital.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Phall, Mrs. Frank Ross, Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Stillman White loose cliange.
In these days the transporta
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate, Treinbley, Misses Helen Ross, Mary were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
tion
to Rockland was t: me by ex
prices
Foster and Mildred Hanior.
Forest Tibbetts.
team
when usually a number of
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Smart arc
teams
would plan to go together,
occupying the Turner cottage. Mrs.
Smart is teaching school in East returning, the next day with most
of them asleep on their racks
Palermo.
with
one cr two awake to steer
3 THRILLING DAYS 3
Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Turner of
tlhe
teams
safely by the traffic
Augusta were visitors in town Fri
they
would
meet.
day.
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
O C K L A M O
At the close of the Civil War.
Miss Gclda Boynton of Belfast
spent the weekend at her home when one was likely to meet re
A RIG THRILLING
here.
turned soldiers at any time of
HORROR SHOW
DOUBLE FEATURE
I.yfcrd Brown of Jefferson has re night, my oldest brother was on
turned home after spending a week his w’ay with a load of casks when
^BURIED TREASURE
his uncle Forest Tibbetts.
he met a gang of the blue coats.
OfATH DEALING with
IN TRAPS OF
Miss Clara Leyonborg who teaches One of them Jumped from the
in Westfield. Mass, is pass vehicle and went to pounding on
DYNAMO! school
ing a week with her mother, Mrs. the head of a cask, but he paid
Alma. Leyonborg.
the penalty for his fun. "Old
T gue” was locking after the safety
A B
of tlhe property and made no
NORTH WARREN
Miss Ruth Lennox is employed at bones of yanking the soldiers blue
coat-tail clean off
the home of Mrs Ella Kaler.
Guess it would fill cne issue oi
Edwin Kailoch has retuned home
after passing the Winter with Mr The Courier-Gazette to tell all of
my expe-iences In the lime cask
and Mrs. Edwin Boggs.
business,
so in closing will relate
The Willis A. Moody family cele
brated Mrs. Moody’s birthday Sun one of my own experiences on re
day.
turning from a trip with a load of
Charles Erickson has returned barrels- to Rockland. This trip was
LIONEL ATWILl
from Massachusetts where he was made In the daytime, returning in
ANNE NAGEl
1
called by the illness and death of the night and all alone.
FRANK ALBERTSON
h s mother, Mrs. E. B. Calderwood.
Tlie oxen were so well trained
SAMUEL S. HINDIS
DICK FOR AN
Mrs. Nellie Qrbeton was in Au there was no need to walk beside
.
ond
IEO CARRILLO
gusta cn a recent visit.
them. No fear cf them “hogging”
PEGGY MORAN*
the road when meeting traffic, as
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADb they usually would give more than
ZZY KNIGHT
WORK WONDERS
half. On this occasion I was
' 1 i ■ ■ ■ —

®{t

LON CHANEY, JR

Wednesday-Thursday

MATINEES
2.00 P. M.

Friday-Saturday

EVENINGS
6.45
8.45

Isit/ewa/J tires extra)

mt

am ewa /m amtmow.

ENDS TODAY

Strand

“ROAD TO ZANZIBAR”

BING CROSBY.

MICKEY

TRACY-ROONEY
•v*nhs

'OOfOO
court

WILL RESIDE IN PORTLAND

IOBS

LARRY

DARRYL

HENRY

Lit J

Girl Scout Meeting
Two-Day Conference At
State House To Be Ad
dressed By Gov. Sewall

1 -2*.,

SJ*

■'

i

Mussolini's newspaper Pcpolo
i d Italia ends a sulfuric blast with
| these words: “Thus, with hate in
cur hearts W’e will reach total vic
A Z
tory”. That is not accotnpl shed
yet.
• • • •
Do any of my readers like
tongue twisters? If so, try this
with npced and say it over three
times: “This thick fish fits this
thin tin dish.”
• • • •
It was late Sir Wilfred Grenfell
who gave this thought: “The vital
point about relig on, after all, is
not what you think about it, but
what you do about it.”
• • • •
Cherokee Indians of North Caro
lina are wards of the Federal Gov
ernment, citizens of the State of
North Carolina, and also a cor
porate body under the State* Won
der what about the draft?
• • t •
Watch the king fisher eat. He
is quite as much a gourmand as
cock robin for he eats seven times
his own weight each day.
• • • •
Tlie teacher was drilling her
class on the various facets of Com
William Darsie Rounds and bride (Eleanor Snow) whose wedding at munism, Fascism and1 Naziism.
the Congregational Church was reported in Saturday's issue.
Then turning to the brightest
—Photo by Cullen.
pupil in her class, she said, "James
what wouldi you do with all these
sound asleep on the rack when a
isms?”
change in the motion awoke me.
“For God and Country
‘Td make them all warms/’ came
or rather it was lost motion, for
the ready answer.
the team had stopped. Bidding
• * # •
the oxen to go on, tihe rack went
The sailor's song:
for a short distance and paused
“Of all sad words.
again—something unusual.
The sadest, maybe.
The night was so dark my hand
Are these tliree-—
could be but dimly seen before
‘So long, babee'."
• • • •
my face. Making an examination
I found one ox missing. Going
Lubec reports 600/0 cases of
back four cr five rods fortunately
sardines packed already, and the
my foot hit the bow. Pausing to
season is just opening. Rockland
listen a noise as of something
packers are busy, too.
• • • •
browsing was heard a little way off
A.
Iraq Is a great producer of barley
down in the woods, and scon the
I and also the delicious dates that
ox was securely yoked again and
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK
! everyone enjoys. It is also a supwas on my way rejoicing. When
' plier cf much oil.
POST, NO. 1
emerging from the woods and
• • • •
crossing the bridge on the west Limerock St.,
Rockland
Judge
Robert
Carey of Jersey
side. I knew then it was “Fuller's
City,
N.
J.,
is
to
be one of tlie
woods” in North Warren.
'preminent
speakers
at the Spring
The
Legion
looks
back
with
pleas

Arriving home before morning
Conference
cf
the
District
Rotary
without further thrills, gave the ure and satisfaction on the suc
International
to
be
held
in
Bangor
oxen a good fodder and turned in cessful climax of the National De- i May 11-12. The Rockland Rotary
for a refreshing ’siesta.
I fense party of last week. Hats off I is alive with plans fcr a large at
W. It. W.
\
1 to all Legionnaires who worked hard tendance and all hold the thought
North Waldoboro. Apr? 28.
■ for this success. Winslow-Holbrook for good weather.
• • • •
j Post extends its sincere thanks to Question: If the Suez has no locks
TWO FROGS
friends who gave their services.
[For The Courier-Gazette J
how can it be kept closed?
The Misses Ruth Seabury, Jose
• • • •
Two small, green frogs sat on a log
And wished that they could swim; phine
Buckminster and Ernest | It was in 1845 that the United
While one old frog in that same bog
Munro, three your.g talented mu States Naval Academy at Annapolis
Said. "Why don’t von jump in?
You must not be a timid soul.
sicians. who will go far in the field l was formally opened and the numJust leap from off the loft .
’Tis the only way to reach your goal." of music and bring credit to them ber of excellent officers and men
Said wise old mother frog.
selves and their home town. Espe have been pushing up and up into
Now one frog just humped up and cially do we thank tiie Rockland , the finest Navy in the world ever
cried
Band, which we consider the most since that t me. Rockland has been
And wished for food and drink;
From thirst and hunger nearly died, dependable asset any town could j in the limelight with a number of
Then got too near the brink
have. We like to hear them play, I her finest men.
Now when he fall from off the log.
He would not try to swim;
but as citizens we sadly neglect them
• • • •
So he was drowned in that old bog, financially.
Did
you
ever
stop to think that
Which was the last of him.
Thursday
right
we
of
tlie
Legion
all
the
tanks
operated
in the first
Not so the other frog; he plunged
will entertain our comrades of the World War were of French or Brit
Into that aw*ful bog
And for the cool depths he lunged.
Drum Corps. Supper at 6 39, fol ish make? Now Americans "roll
Then back to that o'd log
With frogish glee he blinked his eyes, lowed by entertainment and moving their own.”
And smiled at mother frog;
• • • •
Thanks to her good advice, so wise. pictures. Comrade Huntley will be
one of the speakers.
Some brilliant captain of finance
He lives yet, in that bog.
Rae of Belfast
A report from the Drum Corps has isaid that if people would quit
committee is expected by Com i studying history and go ahead and
Theatre goers in Shanghai, China mander Seabury. Let's have a full study the future, they would be
are protesting that women's mod house at this meeting. Memorial much better off.
• • • •
ern hats prevent a view of the Day is just around the corner and
Pirate
ships
of
tlie 15th and 16tli
important
business
must
be
attend

stage.
ed to. The special entertainment Century often were pa nted a seabluc to blend with the waves and
Residents of Finchley, England, for this meeting will deserve a full deceive prospective victims.
house.
• • • •
protested in 1940 against "the wail
Quiz question for the week: What
Only
the
church
stood squarely
ing” of an ambitious Boy Sccut does the Junior Drum Corps mean
across
the
path
of
Hitler's cam
to you as a Legionnaire?
bagpipe band.
paign for suppressing truth in Ger
many, says Albert Einstein.
• • • •
W fc: “It's very queer to me, but
Maiy and I have the hardest time
trying to understand each other
over the telephone.”
Husband: “Did you ever try talk
ing one at a time. Mary?"
• • • •
T( baoco growers have lost export
markets for an estimated 250.000X0')
pounds since the advent of this
war but tlie school children are try
I
ing hard w'th women to make up
for the less.
• • • •
♦A
St:p and think on this. It is now
estimated that at least 40 percent
cf persons killed In traffic accidents
dur ng 1940 were the direct result
cf dr.vcrs exceeding the speed limit.
There might be a chance for seme
f
life-saving if age limits were used
for rate of speed.
• • • •
Who knows where the Bunganuc
River is? That is one place where
large smelts are dipped. But resi
dents here are satisfied with the
brand from the Warren river.
• • • •
• Store With Us.
This will give you seme idea of
the tires used on the world's largest
• Store in our Cold, Dry Air Storage.
plane, the Douglas B-19
They
weigh over cne ton ap ece. quite a
The most modern method known to
bit of rubber it takes fcr these.
• • • •
science.
What strides in flcraculture the
• Just Phone 541—we do the rest.
one-time modest and hardy zinnia
has made since this native Mex.can
flower entered the gardens of these
great States? She flaunts her many
Lered scalloped skirts in the most
aristocratic flower shows, and
FURRIERS
takes the blue ribbons in most of
them, becoming a serious rival of
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
the dahlia in popularity all over
.................. .
. .
48-49
tins land.

Let Your Fur Coat

LIVE a Little Longer!

LUGEN K. GREEN & SON

IIM

WATSON • NUNN • HICKMAN • 0NE1U
MrvctaR ky N0MRAN TAUROC
. PtWmM fey NW*
i\n

BOB HOPE

AT LAST! A NEW, HEART-THRILLING “BOYS TOWN” ADVENTURE!
SPENCER

• BtlUXI
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' Every-Other-Day

A two-day conference for leaders
cf Girl Scouting throughout Maine
will open Fiiday at the State House,
the last In a series of regional con
ferences being held this Spring
throughout New England.
Gov. Sumner Sewall will deliver
an address at the reg onal dinner
Fiiday at Augusta House. Preced
ing the dinner will be a tea in the
Ocvernor's Mansion, at which Mrs.
Sewall, wife of the Governor will
preside.
Members of the Girl Scout na
tional staff and regional committee
will conduct the two-day sessions.
The round table conference will
end at noon Saturday with an as
sembly meeting. If weather per
mits, an additional session for Girl
Scout leaders will be held cut-ofdoors follow ng the closing cere
mony Saturday.

Pine Cone Troop
Merit Badges Awarded
To the Members; Also To
Morning Glory Troop
Merit badges have been awarded
to members of Pine Cone Troop
No. 3, Miss Emma Harding leader
and assistants, Mis-s Catherine
Chisholm and1 Miss Evelyn Bart
lett; and Morning Glory Troop
No. 2. Miss Annie Rhodes, leader
and assistant, Mrs. Virginia S.
Allen.
Received in P.ne Cone
troop were:
Nadine Fuller, second class and
clothing; Ida Reams, my com
munity, needlecraft and handiwoman; Celia Herrick, tenderfoot and
second class; Barbara Koster,
clothing; Ruth Payson, clothing;
Louise Barton, second class; Janet
Smith, clothing; Charlotte Cowan,
clothing; Corinne Smith, musician;
Joan Hunt, clothing.
Service pins awarded to those
carrying bocks to shut-ins, were
Nadine Fuller, Lois Benner, Louise
Barton, Charlotte Ccwan. Joanne
Home, Joan Hunt, Faith Long,
Janet Smith and Ida Reams. Pa
tricia Adams is troop scribe, and
color bearc s are Beverly Glendenning and Jeanne Horne
The fcre-op is divided into three
pa trot : Pine Cone, colors green
and white. Barbara Raster, lead
er, Helen Paul, assistant; Cardinal,
color red. Faith Long, leader; Mo
hawk. colors red and brown. Janet
Smith, leader, Ruth Payson, as
sistant.
In iMc ning Glcry troop, badges
went to Carolyn Chisholm, brownie
pendant and brownie wings, ten
derfoot. second class and wild
plant finder; Jean Young, tender
foot; Cynthia Knowlton, tender
foot; Diane Cameron, Winter
sports;
Emily
Malloy. Frieda
Thompson, Grace Thompson. Ma
rion Lunt. Betty Curtis. Betty
Staplfs, tenderfoot; Barbara Ful
ler. Earlene Perry, Constance Bar
ton and' June Barton, second class.
Service pins were given to Irene
Anderson, Betsy Coopor, Jane
Perry, Margaret Packard and
Diane Cameron.
The patrols are Red Cardinal,
leader Earlene Pe:ry, assistant
leader, Margaret Packard; Wild
Rose. Jean Young, leader, assis
tant Constance Barton; Blue Bird,
Norman Bridges, leader, assistant
Carolyn Chisholm.
Other service pins will be award
ed in June.

SWANS ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Seth G Stockbridge went recently to Stonington
where Mr. Stockbridge Is receiving
treatments for arthritis.
Lunette Stanley of Bar Harbor is
visiting friends and relatives here
Mrs. Bert Wheatcn is a surgical
patient at the Bar Harbor Hospital
Russell Smith is home from Rocxland on a week’s vacation.
A union service was held Sunday
at the Baptist Church, conducted by
Rev. Neil Bousfield
Through the efforts of the Maine
Seacoast Missionary Society and
Mr. Bousfield, a der.tal clinic was
held here the past week The work
was successful and greatly appre
ciated.

Because of a shortage of sugar
fn Spain, the government has or
dered that sBcoharir.e be used in
all orange and lemon drinks.

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP
m MAIN 8Tm
.ROCKLAND
TEL. S18-W

We handle Shrubs, Ever
greens, Perennials and An

nuals for Spring Planting.
We also have a trained
Landscape

Architect

to

help you solve your Home
Grounds Problems.

A new shipment of Hang
ing Pots and Wall Shelves
has just arrived. The very

things for your sun porch
or summer cottage. Come
in and see them.
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WELL, FOLKS, IT’S OVER

One of Penobscot Bay’s Best Known Resorts

Dr. Townsend Says
That We Know More
About Misery In Europe
Than At Home

Legislature Comes To End of Rope—
Cigarette Smokers Will Pay the
Old Age Pensions
State Legislature adjourned Sat
urday night after the largest sess on in its history. From the stand
point cf taxation its chief accom
plishments were: A two-cents-apacka^e tax on cigarets; a five per
cent markup in the tax on liquor;
a half-cent increase in the gasoline
tax; increase in the lower bracket
inheritance levies
The clgaret tax alone bore emer
gency provisions, and prior to en
actment Legislature was warned by
the appropriations committee that
failure to m?ke the tax operat ve
immediately wculd result in virtual
.'irpen ion of the old age assistance
program.
The clgaret tax. liquor and in
heritance levies are estimated to
make possible new revenue of
$1 850.C03 for the first year of the
coming biennium and slightly more
than $2.C33.COO in tlie second year.
This money will go to extend pen
sions to eligible persons who up to
now have not received aid because
of lack of funds.
Ine gasoline tax—on which ref
erendum Ls expected within a fpw
flay would yield about $800,300
and it would be used specifically to
relieve cities and towns of tlie ex
pense cf road and bridge mainten
ance on State aid and third class
roads.
The tax money would go to the
general highway fund, and the de
partment would take over mainten
ance and snow removal which, its
proponents argued, would be of
great assistance to Maine commun
ities—particularly the smaller towns
which have found the road burden
almost too great to sustain

I
r Every-Other-Day'

She Meant Well
But Change In Time Had
Charles’ Wife Mixed—
Delayed Golf

sports arbiter, had not shown up.
Ten more 'minutes and still n„
Charlie < we’re not going to reveal
his full name).
It was then that the other three
resorted to the telephone.
"C'mon Charlie, thought you wa.s
going to play golf this morning
"Not at this ungodly hour '
drawled a sleepy voice.
•'But we agreed to be on the
course at 9 o’clock.”
“Yeah but my clock says 7.”
And then there was a commo
tion distinctly audible to the man
who had done the calling.
And it all came out in the wa h.
Charlie's wife was wise to the
date when the time changed, bat,
she had set all of the clocks one
hour slow instead of one hour fa;.
So the foursome get away’ to a
10-some start.

Sunday, the first day of daylight
"Newspapers scream of the war in
saving, wasn't especially auspices
Europe, but there is a war cn the for golf playing but a foursome
home front—right here in America. had been arranged at the Knox
It doesn't make front page copy County Golf Club.
because it’s less spectacular. It is
Came 10 minutes of 9. but the
ironic that we knew more of the
fourth
member of the party, who
misery in Europe than cf the misery
is a popular merchant, keen as a
at home.
“Our war is a war against
poverty, a war to emancipate the home. Poverty and insecurity are
third cf our population living on powerful enemies—‘more potent in
sub-standard levels. A loan to aid tne long run than the greatest
the victims of military aggression military’ machine. If we can abol
unquestionably is meritorious. But ish economic misery, we have built
hew about money to aid the victims the first line of defense in cur
of poverty in cur own back yard. | country."
"We must not. in the hysteria of ! The above statement by Dr. COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
sensational events abroad, lose sight Townsend appears in the -current
WORK WONDERS
cf the less spectacular problems at j issue of the Townsend Weekly.

proved providing the requests are
made within two years after judg
ment.

Legislature again refused to enact
a compulsory automobile insurance
law but did place on the statute
books Senator Jean Charles Bou
cher’s *D-LewLston) bill requ.ring
drivers or owners involved in acci
dents to give evidence of financial
responsibility or be barred from the
hghways.
Sale of malt liquors for consump
tion cn the premises to persons
under 21 years of age was banned.
The sum of $40,000 was appropri
ated for the establishment of a new
lobster hatchery and rearing sta
tion.
Future appointed justices cf the
Superior and Supreme courts could
be refused retirement compensation,
The Bay Point Hotel at Rockland Breakwater. Since this picture was made by the late C. C. Cross, many
if, during their retirement, they years ago, a northern wing has been added and the name changed to the Samoset Hotel, soon to be opened
acted as counsel in cases in which
___
the State was an adverse party. under new ownership.
Another law provided that active
working and showing results. There and analyze every accident listing
justices should receive no compen
are three departments, engineer time, location, causes, placing offlsation other than necessary ex
penses' for acting as referees in litiing. education and enforcement. I cers in places mest likely to be
gat on.
The engineering has to do with : accidents. The confidence and co
W. C. T. U. Institute In
operation of the public should be
Thomaston Was Produc construction of highways, elimina i with the officer to help citizens be
ting dangerous passes and curves,
tive of Interesting Papers rhis has helped reduce accidents. fore they get into trouble. The
best way to avoid an accident is
The W.C.T.U. institute in Thom Educational woik lias been started
A Home Boy, Gadding In aston Friday, presented a program in schools. The Grange, service to foresee it. Parents should see
clubs, etc., have tried1 to educate to it that children riding bicycles
the South, Supplements
interesting and instructive. *
the adult as well as children. We are taught the traffic law’s and
THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
“T. R. P.s” Recollections
Miss Alena Young of Rockland have to make the children feel 1 their wheels properly equipped.
gave a paper on “Christian Citizen the officer is their friend, and get The driving course taught in the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ship” speaking of the heritages of them to work with us. The shew- High Schcol is very effective.
The article by “Another Memory the past, and the struggle of men rig of safety movies has helped,
Man" brings back many fend recol to attain freedom of citizenship. child accidents have been reduced GEORGES RIVER ROAD
lections. ”T. R. P.” gave a very In America when we say we were by 32 percent in the five years,
A social gathering t Vappuiltaina)
good list of stores and people but "bom free’’ implies much that . but pedestrian fatalities have in will be held Thursday night in the
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes
has gone before. Christian Citizen- creased every year and it Ls hard Finnish Church. Service will be
there
are
a
few
’
others,
not
men

Tlie approval of legislature was
tested — less than any of them — according to independent
sh p does not recognize race , er to teach adults that changed
There is Fred W Covel, p:edjud'.ce, class distinction or in conditions of highway travel re held Sunday at 7 o'clock, and Sun
in keeping with an oft-expressed tioned.
scientific tests of the smoke itself
day
School
at
1.30.
p.
nt.
desire to ea. e the tax ..train on real i silver and gold plating. Alio was its larger phases, national boun quire changed habits. They must
i stale.
I located where tire Artliur £hea daries. It should develop in us learn to walk cn tlie left side and
Japan's expenditures for war and
THE CIGARETTE
The three-fold tax plan for old plumbing shop 1s at present: and wisdom in helping correct the cross at crossings. Enforcement rearmament this year will be* 17'.•
age will make possible expansion of Samuel T. Mugnidges sail loft in evils in our social order and aid includes the State Police, sheriff's
times as large as before the Man
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
the program from 13.500 to 16,000. • the second story cf tlie same build ing the underprivileged Christian
office
and
local
police.
They
know
churian
Incident of 1931-32.
A bill was passed for the organ ing. Nelson's barber shop was near citizenship means dedicating our
ization cf rural electrification co
selves to tasks not agreeable, not
operatives, for which Rep. F. Ardine w ierc "Nick” is new located.
Charley
Havener
is
mentioned
easy
to perform. It is nurtured in
Richardson of Strong, master of the
but
net
his
collection
of
fanev
ball
the
church.
Prayer is its power
I
Maine Grange, was spokesman.
costumes
or
his
stuffed
birds.
Then
During
the
afternoon program
Of special interest to dairymen
there
was
his
bottling
business.
At
Mrs.
Lillian
Joyce
acted as pian
was authorization for issue of
$450,020 in bonds for eradication of that time he made his sy.ups and ist and soloist, sing.ng ’’My Task”
also the carbonating gas. "rocking" very effectively.
Bang's disease
Under the general theme of “In
The potato interests also suc it into the copper tanks. Not as
much
bottle
good's
as
today.
Later
formation
Please” Mrs. Clara
ceeded in changing the branding
¥
law so that adherence to its pro he conducted the “Sugar Bowl" Emery gave a resume of thp mem
visions is voluntary with the grower making candies with James Breck bership plan for 1941, with em
or Shipper.
I as his candy-maker.
phasis cn the home. There are
The Legislature, in Its dying mo
How’many . emember the fine vwo- 30 COO.000 children in the United
ments. enacted bills apprcp: iating stcry house in rear of Safford's States who need to be safeguard
$24,175,228 in general funds for sev store. In later years this was ed' from the dangers to which they
eral State activities during the next gradually dismantled. Then the are exposed through the liquor
two fiscal years and apportioned brick building used by Dr. Sears traffic. Liquor is bringing such a
$22,400,520 in highway funds. The as a factoiy to make his medicines host of evils in its wake that peo
governor vetoed only one of the —later as a spice mill to manufac- ple are turning to the Woman’s
hundreds of enacted measures. This ture "Three Crow Spices/’ Axel E. Christian Temperance Union as
was a joint State employe con Brunberg in charge.
to a university of reforms, and
tributory pension program, which
Going back to ‘Main street and thus the W.C.T.U. is helping in
he described as "sound” but that
the Torrey brass foundry, over solutions of the many problems
. In u!d be deferred until funds for it j which was a tenement occupied resulting from the liquor traffic.
were available.
Among emergency measures en ‘ for many years by Frank T. Bark There is continuing need for the
acted was that permitting the de er, a short, jovial man with his W.C.T.U. now, as never before, and
partment of health and welfare to blue smock, janitor of the banks. the fact of membership is a con
extend on a State-wide basis the ' "T. R P." in his account stopped tribution to the temperance cause.
federal food stamp plan for distri at Phil Thomas’ fish market. This While the liquor traffic continues
i was originally started by his to maintain mere than 420.C00 out
bution cf surplus commodities.
Future marriages in Maine will brother Bert. Then came the lets for the sale of liquor, there
have to be preceded by medical ex i general store of R. Fred Crie. is little possibility that all youth
amination for syphilis under a law father of E. H. Crie. Here the may enjoy the inherent right of
which Senator John E. Townsend I fishing vessels could outfit with every child “to be well-born, and
iR-Bar.gcrt sponsored.
Another all kinds of groceries, cordage, etc. to have protection from disease
medical measure was that authoriz Many years ago (1860) at this and accidents.’’
The word is so new it isn’t in the dic
ing the Bureau of Health to par same location H. H. Crie & Co.
Miss Margaret Crandon spoke on
ticipate in cancer control research. started business moving across the ’’More In-formation,” calling at
tionary yet—but you’ll hear it a lot from
New trials in criminal cases, based street on completion of Farwell tention to the literature 30 new
Increased Volatility Makes Better Road Octane!
now on. From a revolutionary new refining
f n ne wly discovered evidence, may <fe Ames block about 1870. They leaflets, jeft out at two emts
\
.
process—Hydro-forming—comes a new
be granted under another law ap remained there until six years ago. apiece the foung Crusader, a line
Hydro-formed American Gas is more volatile, more aromatic, more
gas
that
steps
up
all
old
ideas
of
what
gas
easily vaporized. Its anti knock constituents do not remain in a liquid
The block was burned for the monthly paper for the children
can be placed in homes for 35 cents
second time test year.
state as in the average conventional gasolines, but become vaporized—
- can do—of how much work per drop it
Star-in-the-East, the
Over the R Fred Crie store was a year.
can turn out!
distributed more evenly and impartially to all cylinders alike.
a paint shop run by Martin tLabe State W.C.T.U. paper, has items
and O. E Hahn, and on the third of interest from all over the Stsfe.
Official results of road tests by Industry Committees show that con
For Hydro-formed American Gas solves
In th* modern gun, with today's propellent
was a hall used by the labor nnd the Union Signal, the nation
powder*, greeter power is achieved because
ventional
gasolines, on the average, lose octanes on the road. Hydrothe problem in an entirely new manner,
al publication, contains more
unions.
th* flame is controlled—pressure is built-u?
formed American Gas actually gains them — surpassing laboratory
releasing more power because it burns
The Thomas fish market and definite information in condensed
behind the shell. The old cannon wasted
power in violent, uncontrolled explosion.
figures. And it’s road octane that counts, not laboratory ratings!
in a different way.
this wooden building were torn form than can be found in the
down and the Glover Company average magazine. The leglsla’ive
erected their present building. Be letter alone is worth the price
Hydro-formed AMERICAN GAS Still At Regular Gas Price!
Now Comes Flame Control—Combustion Control!
Rev. Kenneth Cassens, guest
fore this they had offices on the
first floor and still earlier on a speaker, ’gave a forceful talk on
You don’t have to be a chemist to realize the tremendous importance
Burning gasoline vapor is the source of engine power. How it burns
lower floor entered by door open five bases of appeal we must make
of this discovery, pioneered by the
tells how much will be used, and how much wasted.
to the voter—first the appeal on
ing on the driveway
American Oil Company. Yet in spite
a personal basis, person to person,
A Home Boy
UNEVEN DISTRIBUTION
Old-fashioned
gasolines
burn
with
an
explosive,
violent
shock,
and
convince
the
one
next
to
you,
The above recollections, written
of all these amazing improvements—in
much of the power is lost in wasteful detonation. But if that flame—
“South of Mason & Dixon's line,” passing cards, leaflets, etc., to the
spite of the new power now available,
April 21. will be continued in electorate won’t, take the place of
combustion—can be controlled, we achieve power with less violent
this latest discovery of gasoline chem
^OO^OOlS'j
the personal appeal, we must have
Thursday’s issue.
shock
—
usable driving power, not wasted power.
istry still sells at regular gas price!
the zeal of conviction. Second,
=t
the pocketbook appeal. Taxes are
THE POPPY AND DEFENSE
This is exactly what FLAME CONTROL accomplishes—-now
Famous AMOCO-GAS
Wearing of a memorial poppy going up and what are we pay
attained
in
Hydro-formed
American
Gasl
Combustion
IS
controlled.
on the coat on Poppy Day Satur ing for? How large a part is be
Now Hydro-formed, Too!
Pnsk m tho glorious sunshine ol
Here’s th* frequent result of poor gasoline
We have power—sustained, increasing, e-x-p-a-n-d-i-n-g pressure on
day, might seem to have no con ing caused by liquor? Not one cent
distribution—some eyI indere get too much—
The new Hydro-forming process
nection with national defense, but of the revenue comes to the town
the pistons—dynamic thrust that reaches for more of the potential
the American Tropics and enioy
eome too little. Result poor performance.
to Winslow-Holbrook Unit of the or county, but all of the expense.
has also been applied to Amoco Gas,
energy in every atom of gasoline. But shock is greatly reduced.
the hospitality ol □ Comodoro Hotel
American Legion Auxiliary, the It wfll save us money to get rid
EVEN DISTRIBUTION
the original special motor fuel, which
spirit of the poppy is important to of the liquor in our town. Third
l'.vxrted in the heart ol Miami rust
likewise moves forward and upward
Flame Control Means Cushioned Power!
the appeal to civic pride; everyone
the security of America.
wants
to
have
pride
In
the
place
"More important even than air
to an all-time high in quality and
a whisper Irotn the center ol activity
As violent, detonating shock is cut down, Cushioned Power replaces
he lives in. The community that
planes.
tanks
and
guns
is
the
pa

efficiency.
250 attractively furnished rooms
it. We retain all the energy of the combustion, y^t we have a soft,
lets in liquor will soon begin to
triotic spirit of the nation.'’
A new and greater source of power—
show
places
that
are
run
down
The
British
army
lost
all
of
its
sustained, cushioned surge of power. Motors are s-m-o-o-t-h, obedient,
with tub and shower bath. Rates
a new and greater motoring pleasure—a
equipment at Dunquerk but Eng and neglected—places we are not
yet thoroughly alive with action. Destructive blows on bearings and
hem $2 50 single. $4 00 douhle.
land has not been invaded. The orcud of. Fourth, appeal to pro
thrilling experience—all these await you
other delicate motor parts are hushed, and in their place comes a satinHydro-formed American Qae lo distributed
Greeks overcame and hurled bock tection for the safety of the fam
Modem aircooled co'lee shop olin Hydro-formed American Gas and
more evenly and impartially to oil cyiindere
soft f-l-o-w of power.
tlie Italian invaders, vastly su ily from accidents and other haz
alike. Result—(*** waste, more usable power.
Amoco Gas.
per or in equipment. What is in ards of the liquor traffic. Fifth
lers the finest Iood at reasonable
America* Oil x,
Company
the
appeal
to
prosperity
;
everyone
side the heart cf a soldier counts
prices Famous cocktail lounge
more than the type of gun in his is looking for a return to pros
hands. The human element is of per ty—the prosperity we had un
3k''.
decisive importance, even in mech der National Prohibition. The rePersonal Direction
pealists have premised to bring
anised warfare.
loeeph H. Adams. Manager
"The poppy, which we will wear back that prosperity by the al
on Saturday May 12 in tribute to coholic road But have they?
Mr. and Mrs. Cersens sang a
the men who gave their lives for
America 23 years ago. carries an duet. "Jems Will Never Grow Old."
Geo.ge I. Shaw, safety officer of
inspiring message for America.”
the State Highway Police was the
Bablyon was a market place for next speaker and gave an infor
metals, grains and wool as early mative talk on the Safety Program.

White Ribboners Met

Around “The Brook”

28 Less Nicotine
CAMEL-

Dictionaries, here’s a newword

HYDRO ORMING!

Americans, here’s an entirely new

way of making gasoline—destined
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Rockland Lions
In Mystery Session
scribe Their Hobbicl
Do Their Best With ;
The Roikland Liens Clul
a more satisfactory’ att» I
than at .some of the previotri
tags. Had oodles of fun yes

BEACH IND
LINCOLNVILLE BEi

Opens

Sunday, May i
FOR THE SEASO

NEW SHOE
ARE IN
Brown and Whit)
SADDLE SHOEl
Big Girls’ and Womens’
Dutch Boy or Medium

$2.00, $3.00
Misses' Sizes, 8'6 to

$1.69

Men’s Good Servicel
WORK SHOES
$2.00, $3.00
Guaranteed lor Long TI

SNEAKERS
For Boys and Men
SLIM) Value

75c

R. E. Nutt Shoe SI

436 MAIN ST., ROCKLAxf

FRUIT BASI
Made Up To Ordt
What is better fo|
sick friend?

NAUM & ADAM!

220 MAIN ST., ROf’KLA^
TEL. 627

//Z

5Z.-

to give a new definition to power!

Wow try the latest triumph of gasoline science-

New Hydro-formed AMERICAN HAS

as 3000 B. C.

Started five years ago it te now |

• • another discovery pioneered by the American Oil Co

Here goes the a I
.. * for men to ji

into Spring Tro^
They’re not too light
or weight to wear right t|
we "eel there are hund
young men who will rr
ad and say to themselves
all I r.ecd to know.”
Yes . . . they're hr re
new 1511 Slacks Dial
many a 1540 coat and
new social life. W’e have

your waist and trous,-r|
measurement.

SPRING SLACI

$4.00 to $6.5(
SPORT COAT|
to wear with the

<|

$7.50 to $15.(
LOAFER COA'
in all wool materl
Nile Blue and t ai’j

$6.00

GREGOR'
TEL 294
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAl

